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Editorial by Yvonn e Agazarian
e are not only beginning to see land in the distance from the cliffs of
the edge of the unknown, but, as you will see from this editorial, we
are beginning to make a map of it! It is more important than ever for

you to make your voice heard if the SCT maps are to reflect the journeys in
SCT that YOU, in your petsQtr system (as well as your member, subgroup and
group-as-a-whole systems) want to make.

Transformations
Here are the changes we are planning and some that we have made which you
may want to subgroup around. We have made a rough map of an SCT
conference for the year 2000 as a central meeting and training place for SCT
members. We are further ahead on potential licensing and clearer about the
current licensing procedure. We have a solid report on how the Cohort group is
laying down management guidelines. We are formulating PAG's guidelines for
SCT ethics. We are a step closer to reporting on SCT research.

SCT Conference 2000
Who will Conference 2000 be for? All SCT members and people interested in
SCT. When? Probably the same time as tle current five-day in April 2000.

How will it be structured? The plan is to start each morning with a small group

experience and end with a large group experience for all members. Inside this
structure, three separate conference tracks are being outlined: one for general
interest, one for stages of training and one for the licensing procedure.

The general interest track would be the forum for members wanting to share
their ideas and experience with other members. Do you have ideas how this
should happen: panels, workshops, infonnal discussions, large group? Do you
want a three day conference? A five day conference? A preliminary institute?

The training track would offer a modified five half day skill training, which
would have openings for three levels of training experience in member, mentor
and adjunct staff roles. The training track would also offer a modified half day

authority Issue group. Other half-day workshops would offer theory, research,

supervision and leadership practicum experience. The half day format would

leave members free to be involved in any of the other tracks in the other half.
Any other ideas?

For the licensing procedure track currently we are thinking of a peer review for
members of the cohort group. (Susan Gantt will be participating in ABAP
(American Board of Psychology) voluntary peer review this summer and can
help us to adapt their structure to ours). This first conference even[ would serve

us as a pilot project that the Cohort group could then refine for members of the

following authority issue group when they become a cohort group, who can then

refine it for the next authority issue group when it becomes a cohort group, etc.,
Your input is particularly important around this issue as it will effect. how you
will get licensed and what a license means to you.
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Licensing.
What do we do about licensing in the meantime?
What can all those of you who have invested
yourselves in SCT training call yourselves today? The
non-SCT answer is that anyone, anywhere, anytime,
can call themselves SYSTEMS-SOMETHING ... like,
for example, SYSTEMS-ORIENTED. These words do
not have a trademark owned by me!

For anyone who wants to call themselves SYSTEMS-
CENTERED oriented, use the words SCT, Systems-
centered or systems-centered therapy to describe
themselves; who want to explicitly use systems-
centered techniques; or use any of the SCT materials
that are currently in existence, you must have my
permission. Call me and tell me what you want to do
and how you want to use tie words systems-centered,
and we'll come to an understanding using the current
training criteria. (PAG is there to help you and me in
any functional subgrouping issues if we have a
conflict.) This now replaces the provisional license.

Ethics
Getting closer to licensing raises the issues of what is
it that the members of SCT do not want to be
associated with. Maintaining our ethics and values are
a way of making a commitment to the professional
standards and climate for us as members of SCT so we
can have confidence that we represent each other in
our practice in ways that we value and want to be
associated with. At the same time, we do not want to
police our own organization, nor, at this time, has
anyone expressed an interest in raking peer
responsibility for making decisions about their
colleagues ethical practice.

In our original licensing agreement, our solution was to
require all members to stay within the boundaries of
their particular professional organizations, (like APA m
AGPA, etc.,). Thus, for anyone involved in an ethical
violation, the response of their professional organ-
izations would determine their status in SCT. If they
are suspended, then they ure suspended from
membership in SCTI. If they are not suspended, then
they remain members of SCTI.

This does not solve all the issues however. What
happens to those members who are accused of ethical
violation, are in the process of clearing tlemselves in
tie court - or, even though cleared in the court, are still
not cleared by their professional organization? PAG at
present takes the responsibility for managing this.

PAG'S role
PAG defines exploitation or abuse of a client as
follows: either by l. inappropriately entering into a
financial involvement with the clienu mutual
investment; borrowing money; giving or taking
financial advice when not so qualified; etc.,) or 2. by
sexually inappropriate behavior: having sexual contact
with a client in session (sexual intercourse with a
client in session is an automatic suspension); acting

out sexual or romantic contact outside the session and thus
prejudicing the probabitty that the impulses and
transferences can be explored in the session; or becoming
involved with a former client without evidence that the
therapist, as well as ttre fonner client, are able to cross the
boundaries into different roles and can both distinguish the
new role relationships from role locks.

We in PAG have already had experience in responding to
information about ethical violations. We have pioneered
two different kinds of response - one kind of response
when the infonnation comes to us directly from the
member, a different kind of response when there is a
second-hand report about a member. In tle first kind of
case, we directly ask our member how their observing self
sees themselves in the context that is under question and,
if it is clear that tlere has been a violation, PAG puts the
member in touch with their professional organization so
that they can join their local impaired professionals
program. If it is not clear, PAG and the member continue
to sit at the edge of the unknown together until it is.

In the second kind of response, where there is second-hand
infomration, PAG frst has to discover whether the report is
fact or gossip. Thus PAG will con[act the person in
question and tell them what has been said, tell them who
said it, and ask if it is true. If the member says it is, tlen
the member is put in touch with their professional
organization for remedial help. If the member says it is not

- ttre member is encouraged to deal directly witi the
person who gossiped..

There is no question in my mind tlat this is one of the
most personally painful responsibilities that anyone can
take - making a judgment to exclude an SCT member
based, not on the personal relationship nor on the fulfilling
resonance of subgrouping, but on responsible membership
to the SCT group-as-a-whole - requiring one's observing
self-system to focus energy towards the context and goal
and containing the anguish at the personal level. This is
anotler issue in which it is important for YOU to be
involved - if you have other ideas about how to support
the SCT values - let us know - or start an inter-member
chat.

Role-locks and role flexibility
Developing an ongoing capacity to undo or avoid role-
locks is particularly important to SCT, given that tiere is
such a high priority in learning how to change role
behaviors as one changes roles. SCT is particularly
interested in developing methods that reduce tie tendency
to role lock as members shift roles from one role context
!o another. There is a constant exploration in SCT of the
demands that occur for each member in a context shift as

roles relationships change in the SCT community from
colleague and colleague, to supervisor and supervisee,
trainer and trainee, consultant and consultee, and friend
and friend. In SCT, members take responsibility for
managing their own role relationships and "the ten-minute
consultation" is always available when it is too difficult to

think ttrrough alone.
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It has been suggested that if a client and therapist wish
to attend the same workshop, it is the therapist who has
the priority - and the client indirectly benefits from
the therapists training. However, all situations are not a
simple matter of a decision between the therapist and a
client as to whether one, both or neither should attend
a workshop. When it is not so simple, you can always
involve PAG.

Large PAG and Small PAG
The cohort meeting this fall wit}t Ken Eisold as our
consultant was once again a hard-working and
satisfying event in which much was covered. Ken's own
experience was that he was not tircd at the end of each
day of consulting, and wondered if perhaps it was
because group conflicts tended to surface and be
addressed as soon as they arose and hence there
seemed to be a surprising absence of hidden agendas.

The organizational chart of the first cohort group
meeting had worked well, and so had the
communication channels between PAG and the
different action groups. Two different connections
between the action groups and PAG arc now
formalized. First, Anita Simon is the liaison m the
liaisons, and the work group liaisons have become a
Liaison Action Group (LAG) ttrat can meet when there
is a need for it. We also established a larger PAG in
addition to the core PAG. Core PAG continues to take
major administrative responsibility and to meet every
week. Large PAG, made up of Core PAG and the
Liaison Action Group will meet whenever a need is felt
by either PAG or the Action Advisory groups.

This editorial has been about entering our transitional
phase. We find that we are putting less of our energies
into finding the path, and more of our energies into
walking the patls that we have found. How much these
pathways are the ones t}rat YOU PERSONALLY will
want to follow will depend upon how much YOU (and
every other SCT member) use your influence.

Making your voice heard
There is a simple way to make your voice heard fu
any aspect of SCT that you want !o influence. Write,
phone, fax or e-mail to Mickie Rosen (Administrator)
or any of the PAG members (Yvonne Agazarian - fm
anything you want to say; Claudia Byram in her mentor
role; Fran Carter in her program development role u
mentor role; or Anita Simon in reference to SAVI.)

Last time there was controversy (about contributing to
SCTI) SCT members initiated subgrouping via e-mail,
and we sent a summary of what they explored to all
members in a Newsletter Update and currently Doug
Johnson's controversy is in this newsletter. These
avenues are always open to you so you can
communicate to the entire membership.
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Notes on the authority issue
At the stage of development of our culture-as-a-whole, our
authority issue is always with us - the impulse to take
the fork in the road towards helpless, compliant or defiant
relationships to an outside authority rather than turning to
our own conflicts with our internal authority and the
context. My clue to when I am personalizing issues with
authority instead of taking on my member role is when I
start to complain or blame, go into righteous indignation,
or gossip, instead of making operational proposals based
on thinking about the context, the goals, and Oe driving
and restraining forces to reaching tiose goals. Perhaps I
have a subgroup?

As of this moment, in SCT we seem to be able to spend
less of our time acting out our authority issues, and more
of our time working in tle context of intimacy. We won't
kmow for sure until we research it, but functional
subgrouping does seem to wort! If we can continue to
subgroup functionally through this period of transition we
have a good chance of developing an SCT organization
that we will want to continue to live in as we change.

New insight into the function of functional
subgrouping!
It is by introducing SCT's innovation of functional sub-
grouping that systems-centered groups come into being,
survive, develop and Eansform - members leam to come
together around similarities instead of separating on
differences - and the many facets of human experience
are discovered, explored and integrated into the groupas-
a-whole.

Functional subgrouping also serves as a conflict resolution
technique. In the process of containing and integrating
members wi0in subgroups, the group-as-a-whole also
contains and integrates its subgroups (isomorphism).
Conditions then exist for members to work directly with
each other in the context of group-as-a-whole without
subgrouping. Like a good juz band, members
spontaneously interact with the group-as-a-whole until
there is a difference that splis the group - in which case
functional subgrouping is again established to separate,
contain and explore both sides of tlte issue until the new
differences are integrated into a new group-as-a-whole.
The individual member does not experience any
difference. Whether they are working in the context of
functional subgrouping or in the context of the group-as-a-
whole, they join on resonance, and bring themselves in as
they spontaneously attune to the work.

In the mature SCT group, functional subgrouping contains
and manages tie process of discrimination and integration
while group-as-a-whole work contains and potentiates the
process of transfonnation. More recently, more SCT groups
have moved through ttre phases of development into
maturity. Thus we, as SCT leaders, are learning that to
encourage members to subgroup when they are working
appropriately at the level of the group-as-a-whole can
disrupt the transformation process, as well as run the risk
of initiating a stereotype subgrouping response rather than
a functional one! a,
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a-WhOIe By Fran carter

ver the past year and a half we have all made
a contribution to the transition from an

infomral organization to a formal organization.
It's done! We have developed a working structure that
is be-coming clearer (it can be represented in a chart
with goals, roles and people in tle roles) and more
functional all the time. We are beginning to stand more
firmly on our own economic base, members of the
cohort group are finding tleir places as resources for
tle management of SCTI, we have a very strong group
of people coming up in the new Authority Issue Group
and we have energy and resources available for the
work of our development and transfonnation. We, as an
organization, are growing, expanding and contracting,
a living, breathing organic entity that is beginning to
shape its own identity while also si$ing at the edge of
the unknown!

In the Policy Action Group we are looking at the
organization as it emerges daily and understanding
more about how to support the energy in the system-as-
a-whole while laying down the pathways for clear and
congruent communication throughout the system
around the important issues to the system. PAG looks
at ttre big picture and in clarifying the role of the
Liaison to the Liaisons we are learning how to train
others to see the big picture as well - the big picture
inside our organization and the bigger picture in how
we relate to the larger environment. PAG is working on
further clarification of values and direction and looking
at SCTI policy on ethical issues, training issues,
licensing issues, public relations, internal
communication, research, and fund raising. Another
issue PAG is tackling is how we as an organization
want to use the technology, an electronic networking
system and the Internet, in the service of our work.
PAG is looking to develop a WEB site soon!

In Training Development, this last year has marked a
period of growth in training throughout the SCT system
and within other systems.

The training opportunities in Philadelphia, Boston,
New York, Austin, Atlanta and York continue to
develop and the number of trained trainers is growing.
In addition to curent training opportunities in New
York, there is a small group of people from New York
(trained at the Friends Series in Philadelphia, the
Authority Issue Groups and in training groups in New
York) who are now exploring presenting a modified
"Friends Series" themselves. A new weekly foundation
level training group will be starting in Philadelphia in

the fall and new training groups are up and running in
Austin. The Atlanta training group is growing and there
will be two weekend trainings in the coming year. Also,
the members of our York training group have formed a
monthly applications group and brought trainers from the
states to hold their frst weekend training group with
another scheduled for December.

There is a new training group that has forrred in San
Francisco and met twice, welcome! (see the Training
Notice Board for specifics on the who, what, where, and
whens).

SCT has been represented at AGPA in an Institute,
workshops and an open session. Next year we will have
two Institutes: Yvonne will be working with people who
have had some SCT experience and Susan Gantt and Fran
Carter will be working with people who are new. This
sunmer, several of us will be going to London to represent
SCT on a series of panels at Intemational Association fu
Group Psychotherapy (IAGP) along with a pre-congless
workshop. We are also working to build solid relationships
with other Institutes and Associations through workshops
and training events.

As SCTI has become more complex, the actions groups
inside the organization have been working to support the
development and as working groups continue and form,
new goals have emerged, roles are being clarified and the
working groups are groups ttrat work! More members have
begun o follow their interest and energy and are finding
places to use their resources in the organization.

. The Cohort Group members are stepping out into more
formal roles in the organization as liaisons to the various
action groups in SCTI. The liaisons have met and begun to
consolidate as a group with its own energy, sharing
information, identifying issues and bringing their resources
to the development of their work groups.

. The Training Action Group has taken a next step in
meeting the challenge of increased complexity in training
by working to clarify the role of Mentor to members, by
looking at formalizing training guidelines and a curriculum
for trainers and monitoring the flow of trainees throughout
the system so trainers can plan training events to match
the flow of qualified members.

. The Public Relations Action Group is full of energy
and ideas on how to develop a product, an information
packet, that will be available to let people lnow what
SCT is and how it might be useful to Individuals, Groups
and Organizations.

. The Newsletter Action Group has restructured itself to
respond more spontaneously and quickly to the energy in
the system by sending out more timely updates on critical
issues and saving the bulk of the organizational and
training information for the full newsletters.

An Overview of the System-as-
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. The Journal Action group is refocusing its energy
away from a regular production of a journal into an ad
hoc group response to article submitted - collecting
article and producing a journal when there is enough
material and mentoring or buddying members througb
their process of development as writers.

. The Research Action Group has been meeting and
working on: meeting to clarify its goals, its role within
the organization, its relationship to others institutions,
organizations and Eaining events, collecting its
resources and continuing to collect and process data
from all the SCT major training events.

. The Fund Raising Action Group, continues to look
at how support SCTI economic independence, In the
short run, FRAG is looking at how to increase
membership and encourage contributions. In the long
run, FRAG is beginning !o look at the potential ftr
additional funding sources.

. The Ad Hoc Licensing Group has met and took a
step in thinking about how to develop a method of
assessment for licenses. The group made an important
discrimination between a short-term license and a full
license. The group has now suspended its work while
we all sit at the edge of the unknown until we have a
sense of the next steps. While the structure that has
already been laid down is sound, the process of
evaluation for licensure is not yet clear.

In looking to the next steps for work, energy seems to
be moving in tlree new directions:

. An ad hoc conference group has been meeting to
begin to think ttrrough holding the first SCT conference
in the year 2000! This would be a forum for some of our
major training events (authority issue group, skills
training group), a formal licensing process, as well as
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an opportunity for members to learn from each other
through workshops, panels and presentations.

. In research, we have more and more people interested in
demonstrating through formal studies tlre value, reliability,
replicability ad etrwy of SCT as a model for therapy. We
are pleased to have Volker Tschuschke, Roy MacKenzie,
and Les Green available as consultants to SCT research.

. In public relations, energy is moving in the direction of
out reach to new members in the therapeutic communities,
the field of organizational development and to anyone in
the general public participating in or working with groups.

Finally, Yvonne continues the challenging task of putting
into written fonn the vzrstness of her knowledge. She has
chapters in press on SCT Supervision, Organizational
Application of SCT and the Phases of Group Development.
She is also writing an SCT research article for Volker
Tschuschke's coming book. Yvonne has begun work on t}te
development of SCT guidelines for research, the initial
interview, and training materials for therapists and clients.
Yvonne is also moving in the direction of collaboration
with other members of SCT who work in specialty areas

- developing a work in, combining her vision with others
areas of expertise.

Finally, Yvonne continues the arduous task of putting into
written form the vastness of her knowledge. She has
completed chapters on SCT Supervision, Organizational
Application of SCT and the Phases of Group Development.
-She has also beguri work on the development of SCT
guidelines for research, the initial interview and raining
materials for therapists and clients. -Yvonne is also
moving in the direction of collaboration with other
members of SCT who work in specialty areas - developing
a work in, combining her vision with others areas of
expertise. a,
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Concerned about the lnstitutionalization of SCT: Do I have a subsroup?

zun concerned and suspicious
about the movement toward
licensure and levying a

percentage of profits made when
using SCT. This concern is, on
one hand, practical and related to
time and money, and on anotler
hand, embedded in the context of
my growing concern about the
"legitimation and institutional-
ization" (Berger & Luckmann,
1967) ot SCT. Rigid rules and
high prices for licensure provide
effective external controls but at
tle possible expense of creating
more impermeable boundaries
between SCT and the larger
psychological community and
some who might join SCT
Training.

I am concerned about people
leaving SCT. In my time pursuing
SCT, I have seen more people
come and leave than come and
stay. While I am sure there are
many possible reasons for this, I
fear that SCT may be developing
a specialized enclave, somewhat
cloistered in a way that presents
too big of a difference fs
newcomers !o contain. Are we a
cult? Is it only a select population
that can get this stuff? The Cohort
Group is not all of SCT, and I fear
the boundaries around the growing
hierarchy within SCT are also
growing less permeable. I fear
that to be involved enough to
make a difference, as this SCT
environment changes loward more
concrete legitimations, with less
permeable boundaries, I would
have to move to a city, or get a
better paying job, or spend less
time with my family. I fear the
cement walkways will be put
down before we really lnow
where everyone will walk.

Perhaps I am so concerned about
this because I often on the
periphery of SCT. I often think I
have an extremely small subgroup
in SCT. I live in rural Maine, with
partner and three young children,
and drive 4 hours 0o my training
group in Boston. I do not work

primarily in private practice. I work
in a university, with colleagues
who look on SCT with some
suspicion. In my position, I cannot
tell a client that I do SCT and if
they don't like that they should find
another therapisr I must find a way
to work with all clients.

I train pre-doctoral intems who
have no access to SCT training in
their home universities and
deparnnents. Currently, SCT may
be virtually unlimown to &e larger
wodd. One has to learn the
language and spend many hours
deciphering tle vocabulary !o learn
it cognitively and in addition, many
hours of experience to learn it more
completely. Some trainees have
told me it is too obscure to make
&em want to try.

I think a licensure process will
contribute to tle aforementioned
impenneable boundary. I think
licensure is too protective and an
inappropriate credentialing process
for SCT. "Licensure is usually
granted by an agency of the
govemment and provides maximum
control over the scope of practice
and practitioners. Licensure of an
occupational group is the most
restrictive and most powerful of the
current credentialing mechanisms.
It is, therefore, the most coveted by
members of the helping professions
or, indeed, other occupations."
(Hen & Cramer, 1987)

A certification process, such as that
used for group psychotherapy, while
offering less control than licensure,
seems more fitting and more
consistent with keeping boundaries
around SCT more permeable. With
certification, outsiders may have
more access and less umbrage.
"Certification, because it is less
restrictive, is less likely to be the
source of controversy between an
occupation and the public or among
overlapping occupations such as
those found in the helping profess-
ions." (Herr & Cramer, 1987)

In addition to the issue of control of
SCT, is the issue of money. I

understand and am willing to pay fu
certification, or licensing, if necessary.
I am opposed to paying a percentage of
profits earned using SCT. Given my
particular employment it would be
difficult to afford such a percentage,
and difficult to figure out what it would
be, except as a percenrage of my
salary at the university. That would not
seem fair. When I use SCT ideas and
materials it is primarily for education
and free services provided to students.

Paying for materials is appropriate and
necessary; however, there is a
difference between using SCT mat-
erials to teach in an educational
setting and using them to earn a profit.
I hope that SCT can one day be taught
in universities. Rigid rules and high
cost for licensure and percentage of
profits would be a restraining force
toward that goal. Must anyone who will
teach SCT in a university or a college
have to be licensed and comply with
all requirements of the Institution of
SCT? Where would we be if such
strictures kept us from learning about
Freud, l.ewin or Bennis and Sheppard,
or if we had to pay a percentage of
earnings to the school where we got
our degree.

The addition of a payment fu
licensure, payment of a percentage,
and payment for materials to the costs
I already face in paying for training,
may make it impossible for me to
comply with all such requirements.
Could I then no longer continue to
teach clients and trainees about SCT?
Would I be able to attain appropriate
skill levels, but be restricted in my
practice?

While I can subgroup with the desire to
protect the integrity and quality of
SCT, I am more resonant with a
feeling of wanting to teach and share
this wonderful work with outsiders. I
sincerely hope that we do not legislate
in such a way as to make it even more
difficult for new people to begin and
others to stay in SCT training. I urge us

to go slowly.

Sincerely,
Daa2loltait
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SCTI Administrative Report
from Mickie Rosen

Financial Report
ince its inception in November, 1995, tle ongoing
goal for the SCTI has been to become an
independent organization, separate from Yvonne as

its primary source of funding. We are well on our way
toward that goal, in fact we made it. I'm delighted to say
that this year none of our funding came out of Yvonne's
pocket. kr July 1996 we obtained a non-profit status by
becoming a Division of Resources for Human
Development (RHD). Since then our members have been
able to make tax deductible contributions, which this
year, has been our rrain source of income (see table
below). Other funding came from membership fees,
adopt-a-page contributions for the SCT Journal, and
publication sales. The $1200 application fee for SCTI to
become its own provider of CE credits for psychologists
has been completely met from donations from SCT
psychologists. NICE GOING!

Currently we have a balance of $25,650 in the SCTI
account with RHD. The table below gives a financial
picture of our expenses and income for the fiscal year.
We're in the black! Let's keep it up.

Remember, training events are separate from SCT/RHD.
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Membership Update
rtTelcome to our 30 new SCTI members!
W Currently we have an active membership ofY Y 150. When adding the subgroup of 8 additional

people whose "check is, or will be, in the mail", our
number grows to 158. If we go on trust (or is it blind
trust?) that shows an increase of Vl (l1%o) over last
year.

The membership year runs fiom the November SCT
Weekend to November Weekend each year. Renewal
notices were sent out in January in time for people to
let me lmow of any changes they wanted in their listing
in the new directory. The 1997/1998 Directory was
disributed in April to all 1997 members with a
reminder to those who had not yet renewed.

Outreach: Elaine Pratt (as a member of PRAG) has
spearheaded a membership drive. Beginning with past
members, she, Linda Scott (in Austin), and Dorothy
Gibbons (in Philadelphia) made phone contact with
most of the people whose memberships had lapsed -actually reaching many "live" and leaving a clear
message of purpose on machines. The outcome from
personal outreach was that 46?o of lapsed '97 members
renewed and 7 people who wanted to drop out gave
feedback about why.

Larger goal: The larger goal is outreach to increase
interest in SCT training and SCTI membership. This
curent effort was outreach !o past members. There are
many people, actively involved in training, who have
not yet become members or renewed. We don't have a
real sense of how important membership is to people
involved in SCT for their own personal growth
compared to those who are training for their work
and/or toward possible licensure. Which subgroup are
you in? Give us feedback please, via e-mail or the
feedback sheet on page 15. Use it to renew or send in
application fonn on page l7 if you want to update
infonnation for the L99811999 Directory or to join.

AII new people who have attended an SCT 2 or 3 day
training will receive a complimentary subscription to
the Systems-Centered Training News for one year. Ou
goal is to keep prospective members infonned about
where and when to go to get what training and what is
happening in the development of SCT fr*ry, its
applications and the SCTI organization-as-a-whole.
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$1,210
Publication sales & ads

Total Income + $20310

$7,000
l5?o Overbead to RHD

$2,000
Journal (estimate)

Total Expenses - $18,095
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Update on PublicationS from Mickie Rosen

Goals for Publications: Back to SCT basics - where structure follows
function! The goals for all SCT publications keep getting clearer. SCT wants
our writers to be able to say what they want to say without having to take on
someone else's structure. Let's keep the life and spontrneity in the experience
of writing-that in turn will add energy to the life of the organization and the
final product. SO the next SCT Journal will be process driven and be
published when there are a enough articles tiat have traveled the interactive
developmental route spelled out when JAG met PAG again in February. I'll
keep a "mailbox" of finished articles on hold until there are enough to make a
Journal. The newsletter will update you about who is in the process and what
articles are ready to go.

New process and roles: If you want to write a vignette or short informal
article, send it to me to put in the Newsletter and/or tle new Newsletter
lJpdates. Use the Newsletter Writer's Forum and the Update to get feedback
on your ideas or help in the writing process. If your idea evolves into a larger
or longer project, you can ask for or be assigned an Editorial Mentor who has
editorial skills and will guide you through the writing process and help you
polish your article for publication in tlte SCT or other professional journal.
Current Editorial Mentors are: Joy Luther, Irene McHenry, Rich O'Neill., and
Beulah Trey. Would you like to be an Editorial Mentor. Say so on the
feedback sheet on page 15.

We have defined 3 additional facilitating roles for writers; an SCT
Brainstorming Buddy who has interest and enthusiasm for your subject fo
you to call upon to brainstorm; a Co-author to tre a parmer to share in the
actual writingl and a Research Mentor to assist you with your project. Via
ttre Newsletter say what you want and we'll update you about who is taking
what role. If you want a Research mentor, go directly through the Research
Action Group.

Authors wanted: Here are several requested topics for the next newsletter
or Journal in search of an author. How about you?
r Joining a subgroup in individual therapy
o SCT and couples therapy: managing role-lock in the first sessions
. The spirit/letter of the law
e Individualizing the practice of SCT in the context of real client

relationships.
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Tropooal to Duild
an Artlcle Together

from Anita Simon
I'm interested in the topic of a

leader's intervention when angry.
[rt's dialogue about what you've
learned about this and build an

article together. What ways have
you found helpful to make inter-
ventions (internally to yourself or
externally to clients) when you
are angry. Give the actual words
and,/or behaviors you use.

Call me at (215) 763-5644
or respond via the Feedback Sheet
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Liaison Action Group
by Anita Simon

A n Action Group called the Liaison Action Group
AtmCl came into being at the last Cohort Group
Meeting. LAG, together with the current 4-member
Policy Action Group will form a working group to be
called "Large PAG".

LAG is made up of people whose role is to act as
liaison between the Policy Action Group and the SCTI
working Action Groups. The various working Action
Groups represented are: the Training Action Group
represented by claudia Byram; Financial Resources,
Susan Gantt and Rich O'Neill; Public Relations,
Sydnor Sikes; Communications (Newsletter, Directory,
ect.) Mickie Rosen; Research, Phyllis Goltra; and soon
to join is the Austin Management Action Group
represented by Susan Cassano.

The explicit goal of LAG is to facilitate information
transfer across and between the working action groups
and between the working groups and the SCTI as a
whole. By pooling information, we can expect to
reduce redundancy - like Oe Training Action Group
and the Financial Resources Action Group both
tracking SCT membership training.

Our goal is to develop a supportive structure with few
"rules." We are aiming to keep the energy high within
each working group, while developing ways to
minimize tie negative consequence to SCTI as a

whole that can result when the actions, that are
positive for one working group, have an unforeseen and
unwanted impact on others.

The Liaison Action Group plans to meet by phone until
its agenda is set - then it will meet as Large PAG. a,

S-Day SCT@Training in

York, England
with Yvonne Atlazirrlan, Ed.D

and Fran Carter, ISW
This five day intensive course combinirg lectures, skills training, ad
experiential trainirg goups is deslped br tpse working witr
indivitluals, couples, families, groups aM vrok groups.

Two ctncurrcntCoursq:
INTRODUCTION TO SCT

Containing roles otfered for qualified people

INTERMEDIATE SKILL TRAINING
Training menlor roles offered for qualified people

Monday, September 7th
Throuoh Fridav. Seotember 11. 1998
Hunlirp&n Rooms, tdnls Marbr, E*rihilion Squire, York

For inf ormation contact:
Liza Bngley Miller Telephone and Fax: 011 44 1904 633417

or Fran Carter: (21 5) 988-9523 . Fax (21 5) 988-9556

Z-Day SCT@ Training in

York, England
with Fran Carter, tSW & Susan Gantt, Ph.D.

December 11th and 12rh, 1998
For information contact:

Uza Binghy Miller. Telephone and Fax: 011 44 1904 S3417
or Fran Carterr (215) 988-9523. Fax (215) 988-9556

Video Action Group Report
from Eileen Jones, Anita Simon, and Phyllis Goltra

AG did its first pilot run on its 2nd project. We
used a force field to help us decide on the goal fu

this project. We listed driving and restraining forces

torvard selecting a goal. We then systematically weakerrcd

the restraining forces and through this process our new

topic emerged. It will be: Force Fields (much to our
amazemer[, for it was definitely not any of our
predictions). Our process was to tape oru building of this
force field, and we may fird ttnt this tape is useable, in
part, in creating our fural product with the working title:
"How to Build and Use a Force Field." Our Working
Group would welcome "working" members with enerry
and skills in video production and/or force field creation.
Enjoyment ofgood food and good sense of humor are a
plus. Must be able to be in Philadelphia 2-3 times a year

for taping sessions. a,

Financial Resources Action
GfOUp RepOft from Fran Carter, Susan Gantt,
Richard O'Neill, Sydnor Srkes, and Steve Weinstein

EIRAG is still working towards its goal of achieving
I-'autonomy for SCT. Last year we raised $10715,
(including a $1000 pledge) from our furd raising campaigr
that was targeted to SCTI Members. If for any rcason you
wanted to make a (tax deductible) donation and have not
done so yet, please feel free to send it (payable to SCT/RHD
to the attention of Mickie Rosen at 70 Boucher Drive,
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006.

In the fall we begin a new fund raising campaign to
support the ongoing activities including the newsletter and
directory. We would be delighted to hear from anyone who
has useful ideas about how to achieve financial autonomy.

Thank you all for your ongoing support of our developing
organization. a,
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Training Action Group:
Report to the Membership
from Claudia Byram: Training Liaison

he Training Action Group (TAG) is continuing
to develop the SCT training program, and
continues to develop itself along the way.

About work - Here is what we are currently doing:

Mentors:
. We are developing a description of the System-wide
Mentor role. This is the name we have adopted fu
mentors who help members assess where they are in
the training pathway and how to decide next steps. At
&e moment, there are tlree System-wide Mentors,
Yvonne Agazarian, Fran Carter, and Claudia Byram.
Clearly, as we grow and as our members engage in
active assessment and planning of their training, we
need more people to take this role. So, this 'Job
description" is the first step toward figuring out how
people qualify for the role, and then how to support
mentors rvith the resources they need to interface
between SCT training and members.

Tracking and planning:
. We are working on how to monitor where members
are in their SCT training so tiat we can anticipate the
need for training events, like the 5-Day Skill Training.

. TAG is also screening applications for the 5-Day
Skill Training to detennine whetler people are ready to
enter the learning experience. What is new here is
having this role housed inside TAG, as part of its
broader responsibility of tracking members' progress
through training. Fran Carter, Susan Gantt and Rich
O'Neill are curently filling this job.

Curriculum:
. We are about to begin developing curriculum
guidelines for ongoing training groups. This is a new
project, emerging as we have more training group
leaders (it is not just Yvonne any more!). Training
groups are the corc of SCT training, preparing members
for other steps (like the 5-Day) and providing a
S)'stems-Centered environment in which they can
integrate and devclop their learning.

In keeping rvith l-he way TAG has worked in the past,

these guidelines will mark out tie paths already laid
down by existing training groups. Our first step is to
convene a telephone meeting of training group leaders
in October, our first formal opportunity to trace tie
pathsl

About how we are working: the structure for the
function! As we have undertaken these tasks, we have
developed ourselves too. We introduced a new role
differentiation when we moved the function of
screening members' readiness for the 5-Day member
and menror roles into TAG. This is part of TAG's
transilion from an advisory group to an action group.

We have also fomred Work Groups for specific purposes,
so that work can be done between TAG meetings and so
that every member of TAG does not have to be part of
every job. The idea is that the Work Groups can exist fu
the length of their task, then dissolve.

TAG continues to meet by telephone conferencing, paying
for its own phone time (about $30 per meeting). We are
meeting roughly every other month, and have taken two
small-but-big-steps recently to free up decision-making
energy. One is to use the same structure for each meeting
@istractions, Agenda-building, Work, 5 minutes for next
steps and 5 minutes for Surprises) and the other is to set
times for the next several meetings in advance, lnowing
that means not everyone will be able to come to every
meeting. We are also experimenting with Friday morning
meetings (rather than Sundays), to see if tle shorter time
and more difficult scheduling challenges are significant
restraining forces. So far we have had one Friday morning
meeting, with relatively low attendance and high
productivity! So the jury is still out.

So, that is the up-to-the-minute TAG report. If you would
like to attend a TAG meeting as an observer, please call
the Liaison, Claudia Byram at (215- 561-0341)

PhiiladGl:phia
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Public Relations Action Group
RepOft from Sydnor Slkes

The first task PRAG (Sydnor Sikes, Susan Lange,
Mickie Rosen, and Serge Prengel) undertook was
helping Serge edit the SCT Infonnation Kit he began
last year. This was then sent to PAG for approval/
suggestions and with the question of who can use this
material, given the current licensing situation (who can
promote themselves as SCT providers?).

The second thing we did was to collect data from SCT
members regarding what kind of help they wanted from
PRAG. There was considerable interest in having tools
to describe SCT to patients and colleagues; there was
much less interest in PRAG helping folks market
themselves to insurance carriers. (Thanks, everyone,
for the high response rate to our questionnaire.)

The third thing we're doing is trying to fonn a PR sub-
committee with a point person from each major locale
(Philadelphia, Austin, Boston, New York, Atlanta) to
meet together (on the phone) to brainstorm and to
initiate in each area, activities aimed at bringing new
trainees into SCT. This would involve contacting
students and professors teaching OD and group courses
at local universities; setting up free talks to tle public
by Yvonne or other qualified people; arranging pre-
sentations at local society meetings, etc. These ideas
are also is being discussed with PAG in relation to
what kind of guidelines (no hard sell techniques) or
training do we want to give those people who are
marketing SCT and what kind of communication do we
want between workshop providers and marketers.

People who have indicated an interest in PR/marketing
in a variety of contexts include the curent members of
PRAG and Deirdre Fay, Linda Fontaine, Sara Guillot,
Doug Johnson, Nina Klebanoff, Elaine Pratt, Jan Quirl,
Michael Robbins, Cinnie Thompson. A PR subgroup
has already been identified in &e Austin area (Sydnor
Susan, Jan, Sara, and Linda). Michael Robbins is
going to head up a grcup of this kind in Boston. We
need people from the Philadelphia and New York to
join this subgroup to promote the many activities
taking place in those areas. Let me know if you want to
come on board (use feedback sheet, page 15). Sydnor
Sikes and Susan lange plan to work as PRAG
members with representatives of the this subgroup
when they meet by phone, hopefully in Octoberr

An important area of learning for PRAG has been
exploring how and when to relate to PAG. Both groups
want to encourage enthusiasm and spontaneous energy,
on tle one hand, and be careful about. what is put out
in the name of SCT, on the other.

I There is a list of ideas for PR and marketing generated from
other contexts (Cohort Group and Core Meetings) which can
be distributed to these people for next step identification.

SCf GROUP
PSYCHOTH ERAPY

in

Atlanta, Georgia
YVONNE AGAZARIAN

Fran Carter & Susan Gantt
ocToBER 23-25, 1998

Two Day
SCT@ Training Workshop with

Fran Carter & Susan Gantt
May lsr and 2ND, 1999

For information Call:
Susan Gantt (404) 352-5393

Introducing a New Role & Goal

TRAG 9UDCOMMITTEE WANTS

Point People
to coordinate public relations in each geographic
area currently offering ongoing SCT training
Atlanta. Austin . Boston . New York . Philadelphia
San Francisco . York, England

Goal: provide efficient and effective PR
for SCT events in each area

Set up and advertise free public lectures
Arrange local presentations to professional

organizations
Recruit new participants for SCT trainings
Stimulate interest in Yvonne's books
SCTI membership building/renewals

Role criteria:
I Interest and or skills in marketing/PR
I Networking ability
I Excitement, about SCT
I Srainstorming energy
I Enthusiasm about spreading the word/work.

Proposal:
that Point People will work together in tleir local areas
and a representative from each area will confer with
other representatives by telephone from time to time to
share learnings, satisfactions, etc.

If you're interested in joining
Call: Sydnor Sikes at (512) 469-8012

I
I

I
I
I
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SCT in Austill rromsusncassno

pirst, we want to begin by thanking our conference
L'coordinating committee, along with Mickie Rosen,
for their work in producing the June 3 Day Weekend
Training. Lou Rigler did a great job as conference
coordinator, Neil Snipes as marketing director and liason
to SCT PRAG, and Bertha Genna Kondrak as work
exchange coordinator. These three, along with a few
volunteers for specific job tasks, managed the
complexities of this workshop witi creatively and
flexibility.

This has been a exciting year for us in Austin. We began
January with an invitation from the Austin Group
Psychotherapy Society to demonstrate a SCT group in
contrast to an Ormontian neoanalytic group. Rich
Aflnington and Susan Cassano gave a thumbnail sketch
of SCT and led a beginning group of volunteers for a half
hour. One of their specific goals was to use language that
would be accessible to a broad spectrum of group
psychotherapists; words that evoked a sense of similarity
more than difference. The audience was highly
responsive and curious. The Omrontian therapist then
led the same group for a second half-hour, after which
the group and audience together discussed the
similarities and differences they'd observed in the two
forms of therapy. We all felt this was a new and highly
successful way to introduce SCT into the community. In
our nuxragement group, we are discussing how we might
use this fomrat in our outreach and public relations.

In March, Susan Lange and Syndor Sikes began Austin's
third ongoing training group. They are meeting weekly
with twelve foundation level trainees, and are greatly
enjoying learning to maintain the structure of SCT with
openness, humor, and creativity. We now have an
intermediate training group led by Rich and Susan
Lange, a mixed foundation and intermediate group led
by Rich and Susan Cassano, and this new foundation
level group. In addition, we have a mixed foundation and
intermediate supervision group led twice a month by
Susan C. and Rich, and weekly supervision on the phone
with Fran or Yvonne, plus our "free wheeling study
group" that Pat is highlighting in this newsletter. Ou
plate is full, challenging and, for the most part, we're
finding it possible to have fun in every context.

By the time this newsletter is sent out, we will have
completed our June workshop, with Sydnor Sikes joining
the A staff of Rich Armington, Susan Cassano, Susan
Gantt, and Susan Lange. The five of us have enjoyed the
process of leaming these roles together, honing our skills
in line with our training goals. Again, humor and
creativity have been strong driving forces for us as a
team.

In closing, a word about the community as a whole.
With over thirty professionals now in SCT training
groups in Austin, we are benefiting greatly from the cross
fertilization across training levels and contexts. OrJr
management group is actively recruiting from this
community to maximize this creative interaction in the
management of our trainings, as well as tro accurately
reflect tle present wants of the group-as-a-whole and to
more evenly distribute the labor involved. More to come!
a,

SCT in Chicago at the American Group
Psychotherapy Association

SCf has long had a place at the Annual Institute and

\)Conference of the American Group Psychotherapy
Association (AGPA) with Yvonne Agazarian's
presentations and institutes, that for some of us was our
first introduction to SCT. Again, this last February,
Yvonne's two-day institute drew a large number of
people, many of whom also were getting tieir first
exposure to a Systems-Centered group.

Claudia Byram and Anita Simon lead a SAVI workshop.
It was the frst time that SAVI was offered at AGPA in a
day long fonnat. Fran Carter and Jon McConnick lead a
half-day workshop on systems-centered groups. Closing
out the we€k (literally in the very last time slot)
Yvonne, Fran, David Hawkins and I (Susan Gantt)
collaborated on an open session, demonstrating
subgrouping with both a small group and a large group,
followed by a lively discussion with the audience.

My biggest learning this year was noticing that when I
talk to someone about SCT in terms of what it is we do,
e.g., building containment and creating a reality testing
climate, I launch a conununication which is likely to
lead to more exchange than when I refer to systems-
centered without the specificity.

I like the format AGPA provides, not only the
pfesentations but also the informal time for interacting
with other group therapists and exchanging ideas.

AGPA's next meeting is from February 23-27, 1999,
in Houston, Texas.

Sqaarc Edrt,
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Becoming a Map-maker
by Joy Luther

few years ago, before I had any knowledge of
SCT, I returned to Ireland, where I was born, to
redo a hike I had done as a teenager over tle
Mourne Mountains in Northern Ireland. I still

had the log that I had written back ttren, as well as the
map of the trail, and I was excited about retracing my
steps and eager to revisit the places I had gone in my
youth. So, on a bright morning in August, I started my
journey. The day was perfect, if not a little unusual, for
it was a sunny morning in Ireland, with shades of blue
peeping through the puffy-clouded skies. The
temperature was in the 60's and it was forecast to
warm up.

I began at my stafling point, and walked about 1/8 mile
into the forest park that would take me to the well-wom
path that led over the mountains. I reviewed the log
and the map of the forest, looking around for familiar
details that were highlighted in my log, but things were
notjiving up. What I was seeing and what was on my
map was different. Surely this could not be, I thought.
Look carefully, perhaps you are misreading something.
Did you skip a page in the log? No. Well, perhaps the
mileage is wrong, just keep walking and that river and
waterfall will show up soon. I continue to walk through
tlis forest of large ancient larch and lr trees, but no
river emerges. I begin to think that I hear the sound of
ttre river and I walk excitedly, confident that it will
soon be there. I am convinced that tle sound is getting
louder and that the waterfall is just around the next
bend. I am sure it is, although it is odd that I seem to
be going uphill right now, when this particular part of
the hike should follow the stream along its widest
point. I now begin to get a little anxious. The map is
definitely not matching the territory.

I am now becoming frightened. What am I doing in tiis
forest all by myself? Somebody could be waiting fu
me. No one would hear my screams. There could even
be bears in here or mountain lions! Oh, this is awfuM
stop and literally grasp a hold of myself remembering
that there are no such creatures in this country and
reminding myself that rapists, robbers and the like
usually don't wait around in forests hoping, by chance,
that someone will come their way! Now, I am getting
irritated. How could they have changed ttris place?
They've re-landscaped this whole area. They've even
torn down old growth forest! That's crazy! By now, I
am cussing, ready to take on the Department of
Agriculture. How could they tear down all t}tose trees
and plant new ones....How did these 100 ft. firs grow so
fast? Now my words and tloughts are not matching the
territory.

Again, I stop. This time I draw a long breattr. I don't know
where I am. I am lost. It's time to go back and start over,
perhaps I took a wrong turn early on. Besides, I was so

excited, I wasn't paying attention. You do that you lnow.
You get excited and then don't pay enough attention. You
miss things that way and see, this is what happens. I
wanted this rip to go so well. It's just not fair, I was so
looking forward to this trip. Why do these things always
happen !o me? I might as well go home. I am now no
longer excited, no longer even scared. Now, I am
depressed, wi&out energy, without interest. I want to go
home and get back into bed.

I take off my backpack and replace the log and map
inside, and in doing so, I notice that I have brought my
sketch book along. I had just finished a drawing class
some months before this rip and was finding that I really
got a lot of comfort from drawing because I had to slow
down and really pay attention to notice the details in the
subject Oat I was attempting to recreate. So I think to
myself that perhaps I would like to draw something right
now. After all, it's early and you don't get many days like
this in Ireland. As I look around, I notice that Oe sun has
begun o break tirough the tops of the trees just ahead,
creating a beam of soft white light that highlights the
shrubs along the edge of the path. What are those plants
growing there? They look so frail and tiny, and yet each
one is standing tall, aglow in the light. I bend down,
curious. It is shamrock, tiny three-leafed wonders, that
look like a leprechaun version of clover leaves. They are
so small, yet so intricate. What works of art. Surely the
Creator loves smallness. I keep walkinS, and I keep
noticing. The forest looks different now; the same, but
different. I am seeing it for the very first time. What
majestic trees these are. How long have they been here?
What is up ahead? What is that plant? Oh yes, I
remember, Ois is a foxglove and tiese are buttercups. I
remember they say that if you put a buttercup under your
chin and it reflects, it means that you will have good luck.
I remember that nettle stings can be cured by rubbing a
docken leaf on the itch. I remember the long walks I would
take as a child on the road to nowhere in particular and
the stories my grandmother told me about some little boy
named Tommy who got into all sorts of adventures. I
remember how much time I would spend out of doors and
the joy I had in being free. By now the Eees are less
dense, there is a clearing ahead.

The view stretched before me like the world waking up
from a long sleep. There it was, the gentle curve of the
coastline with the town spread along its edge and the wee
fields surrounded by hedges and stone walls. I am home. I
have returned, but I am not the same. I am on a different
journey now. You see, it was then that I realized, that I
had indeed started from a different place tlan I did 25

Continued on page 14
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Map-makcr continued from page 13

years ago. I had literally begun that hike that day
several miles up the road from where I had started in
1968. No wonder my map didn't match the territory. I
had almost gotten lost rying to use the same old map,
but something, someone intervened. Compassion,
curiosity and sitting at the edge of the unlmown
befriended me and brought me back, back into the
present. I was in the same place, further up the road,
and seeing things differently.

I had become a mapmaker. a,

Learning from a New Training
Group: Undoing Distractions
by Sydnor Sikes

usan Lange and Sydnor Sikes, who recently
started a foundation level training group, want
to describe a method of teaching the distraction

exercise in a slightly new way. With the goal of
creating a learning environment that supports curiosity,
common sense and humor, we wanted to go slowly and
add small, new pieces of theory and methods gradually
in a sequence that built upon the previous session and
bridged across to the next sessions. For the frst two
months we prioritized the goal of developing functional
sub-grouping and began with teaching explore/explain.
That gave us about eight weeks to get people's energy
into the room in the simplest way possible. To
accomplish this we added small changes to orrr
suggestions at the beginning of each group in the
following sequence:l. Please say your name and then
go around the group and make eye contact with each
member of the group. 2. Please say your name and
one feeling that you are having currently and then look
around the group and make eye contact with each
member. 3. Say your nirme, a current feeling, look at
each group member's eyes and then gather data from
inside of you and report to the group whether it makes
you feel more present. 4. Say your name, a present
feeling without explaining your feeling, make eye
contact, and then gather infonnation about whether you
are more present. 5. Please do the same, only this time
stafi with the context for the feeling, giving one fact
and the feeling or feelings that go with that one fact
(still bringing it across the boundary and reporting if it
made you feel more present to do this).

The leaders did these steps with the members modeling

as we went. we let the group get energy into the group

as much as possible using these steps; we did not stop

explaining or undo anxiety. The group spontaneously
gave feedback that they felt much more present and

connected after doing each of the versions, even tle
first one.

After the first two months, we did a fifteen minute
teaching on undoing distractions which added the job fu
the members to decide whether they were distracted or
already had tleir working energy present. From that point,
members either reported that they had a distraction or
explicitly stated that tley were present with energy. What
we found was that by the time we taught distractions, the
group was undoing distractions quite effectively - in our
third month there have been usually 2-3 distractions per
group, they haven't tended to be very complex. There is a
sufficient amount of work at the boundary to give us
opportunity to teach separating facts from feelings, reality
from ineality, past and future from present, and to undo
anxiety, but we are not getting very complex distractions
that eat up a lot of time, and we are not having to put
much energy into containing discharges or dramatics.
Since the beginning there has been an almost l00%o rute
of members staying present with their energy the whole
time, there has never been a silent member throughout the
group, and we have not had to pointedly draw in silent
members to accomplish ttris. Since this seemed to work
well, we thought we would pass it along. We hope otlers
of you who are starting training groups are having a much
fun as we are. ,>

SCT Research Description
by Richard O'Neill

ith the cooperation of the new Authority Issues
Group, I collected data on the members',
observers, and leaders' levels of anxiety and

depression at various points throughout the workshop.
Following up on Volker Tschuschke, Ph.D.'s research
(1997, published in Volume 2 of the SCT Journal), I also
collected data in each group experiential session using
tbree questionnaires:

1. The Group Relationship Questionnaire (Gnql
(MacKenzie & Tschuschke), 1993).

2. The Group Climate Questionnaire (GCQ-S)
(MacKenzie, 1983).

3. The Leader Adjective Measure (LAM)
(MacKenzie et al., 1987).

At the workshop conclusion, the Learning Evaluation Form
(Piper et d., 1993) was used to see how much participants
and observers felt they had learned.

At this point, all of the questionnaires have been scored

and the data entered into a computer file. Next, I will do

the fun part of comparing the results. I am interested in
how the group climate, the group relationships, the
perceptions of the leader, and the participant's emotional
state change over time, how they relate to learning, and in
how they compare to Oe same factors in other groups such

as those Tschuschke (1997) reported on. I would love any
suggestions regarding tiis research project - phone me at
(315) 4&-3120 or Fax: (315) 464-3163. t
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I want I do not want Issue or Direction

Formal structure SCTI is taking as an organization (see editorial on pagel and 2).

To become a licensed SCT: practitioner 

- 

trainer other 

-

A loose affiliation with other practitioners applying SCT.

To purchase and use SCT materials in my work/practice.

To contribute a percentage of my earnings from using SCT materials to SCTI
sEo 

- 

zEo 

- 

lo/o 

- 

sthgl 

-

Comments

I want: Panels _ wslfshops _ Informal Discussions _ lal.ge Group _ 96.t
I want: 3 Day Conference 

- 
5 Day Conference 

- 
A Preliminary Institute 

- 
Qfts1

I want I enclose $ Status or Itcm of Interest

To renew my Membership in SCTI for 1998 (Fee $55 or more or less)

To join or change how I am listed in 19971L998 Membership Directory (Fill out and retum
Membership Application Form on page l7).

To Purchase an additional Membership Dircctory ($3.00 plus postage)

To nuke a tax deductible contribution to SCTI (see notice on page 9).

To do outreach for new members and to interest new people in SCT tmining (See page ll).
To continue receiving the SCT News (non-members receive Newsletter on request)

To order back issues of the SCT Newsletter (See cover page).

To purchase the SCT Joumal: Vol. I 

- 

Vol. 2- (Complete order fomr on page l8).

To Adopt-a-Page in The SCT Journal. Contributions are tax deductible (see page 18).

To place an ad in: the Newsletter 

- 
Journal 

- 
Dircctory 

- 
(Contact SCT Press for rates)

To order SCT Audio Training Tapes. (Use order form on page l8).

'',.m,ED,..n;cK,,oN.MEHffRs,.,,lllI,:l,cor,HsI*Ec...f 
oNs'..,*.,P..IlE 

'r,, 
troNs

I want to communicate/subgroup with otier SCTI members via the SCT E-mail Exchange.(see page 5)

My e-mail address is:

I read 

- 

read some skim some do not rcxd 

- 

the Newsletter articles.

I read 

- 

read some skim some do not 1snfl 
-- 

the Journal articles.

I plan to submit an article report 

- 

comments to: the Newsletter the Journal

I am interested in writing and journaVnewsletter article about

I want (who) to be my editorial mentor (who) to be my "Brainstorming Buddy'

I want a subgroup to co-author an article on :

I want to be an editorial mentor I want to be an "SCT Brainstorming Buddy" co-author on the topic of:

I want the following theoretical/technical question addressed in the next Newsletter:

I want the following theoretical/technical question addressed in the next Journal:
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I want
information

Location of Training Event

SCT Training Groups in Philadelphia

SCT Training Groups in New York

SCT Training Groups in Boston

SCT Training Groups in Austin

SCT Training Groups in Atlanta

SCT Training Groups on the West Coast

Next SCT Training Weekend in:

Philadelphia Austin Atlanta Boston West Coast

Next SCT 5-Day Skill Training in:

Philadelphia, April 1999 

- 

Member 16ls; 

- 

Mentor 1619; 

-

Saturday Series in Phila.: Foundation lsysl 

- 

Intermediate lsysl 

- 

Staff level

SAVI Workshops in:

PhiladelPhia Austin Boston 

- 

Other

SCT Training Workshop in York, England : Foundation leysl 

- 

Intermediate lsvsl 

-
Action Group/

Special Interest Group
f will contact the

Liaison or Contact Person
I want

information
I want to
observe

I want to
join

Communications:
Newsletter Journal

Mickie Rosen

Marketing/Outreach for trainees Sydnor Sikes

Funding/Grant writing Susan Gantt & Rich O'Neill

Research Phyllis Goltra

Training Claudia Byram

Licensing Elaine Dinitz

Video Action Group Eileen Jones

Organizational Applications SIG Berj Philibossian/Joel Wiessler

Diversity SIG Joan Adams

I want to start a Special Interest Group for people interested in:

Feedback on this feedback sheet:

Feedback

Phone: (Home) (Fax)

Send feedback sheet to: SCTI c/o Mickie Rosen, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Phone: (Zl5) 947-2818 Fax: (215) 947-2821 E'mail: MrosenT0@aol.com
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,,,,..,Thc,Bi-Arnnal,,:SCT:,.NewsletterTheSCT:.:Journal.....,,.,::

iiCenie n use thb,,Scr traoemadi,,r-r1o:"*"l,id 
i.,l-d3 

in 
,.S[iit 

f'ainint. mdbe'sfi in ACtion,croop

Join or renew now to be included in the L998199 edition of the
SCT@ lnstitute Membership 0irectorg

WTIICH WILL LIST TIIE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
. Member's name, degree(s), mailing address, phones, fax, e-mail

' Type of SCT License held
. Affiliation, type of practice or work specialty
. Areas of expertise and/or special interest to SCTI network
. Hosts for out of town visitors

I I WANT TO RENEW MY SCT MEMBERSHIP fOT 1998L

New members wln joined in the last quarter of 1998 have the option
paying in full or of pro-rating the renewal fee by deductin7 $14.00.

-l I WANT TO BECOME AN SCT MEMBER for 199EL

Please list me in the next SCTI Membership Directory as indicated below.
Please check which address to use as your mailing address!

Name : (Please Print) Degree:_

E Home Address:

E WorlclOffice Address:

Home Phone: Work Phone: FAX:_
E-mail: Type of SCT License held:

SCT members serve as mentors to one another and make themselves available for 10 minute free consultations.

List affiliation, specialty, areas of expertise, or special interests around which you would like to subgroup with

other SCT members. 1)

3)

2)

4)

List involvement with SCT Advisory, Action, or Speci

,\
al Interest Groups. 1)

3)

Are you willing to host/trouse visitors from out of town or foreign countries? tr Yes tr No

! House ! Host ! anange for guest to visit hospitals or clinics in your area?

Enclosed is a check for $ payable to SCT/RHD (or Charge to Visa, MC, Am Express)

Send to: SCTI Membership, c/o Mickie Rosen, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
The Systems-Centered Institute is a division of Resources for Hurnan Development, Inc., a registered chainble organigtion.

5C7@, .Syslerns-Centered@, Systems-Centered Training@, and Systems-Centered Therapl@
are registered tradcmarks of Dr. Yvorure M. Agaiarian
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Recent Release
f rom Guilford Publications

Systems-Centered
Therapy for Groups

by Yvonne M. Agazarian
CONTENTS

lntroduction: Autobiography of a Theory
l. A Theory of Living Human Systems
1. An Overview of the Theory and lts Practice
2. Subgrouping
3. Boundarying
4. Defense Modification in the Phases of Group

Development
ll. Systems-Centered Practice
Phase One: The Authority lssue
5. Social Defenses
6. Cognitive Delenses
7. Psychosomatic Defenses
8. Masochistic Defenses
9. Sadistic Defenses
10. Role Relationship Defenses
11. Resistance-to-Change Defenses
Phase Two: The lntimacy lsaue
12. Defenses against Separation and

lndividuation
Phase Three: Life and lnterdependency
13. Defenses and the Experienced SCT Group

Glossary of Terms
Ref erencee
lnder

$40.00 plus handling
To order call: Guilford Publications, Dept. 3G

1 -800-365-7006

THE JOURNAL ACTION GROUP
proudly announces publication of the

first and second edition of the

SCT, JOURNAL
Systems{entered Theory & Practice

SCTI MEMBERS BECEIVE THE SCT JOURNAL
ADDITIONAL COPIES & COPIES FOB NON-

CAN BE ORDERED FOR

$Is.oo PER ISSUE
(plus postage and handling)

Add: $2.00 in the US, $2.50 in Canada or Mexico,
and $5.00 outside North America

Enclosed is payment of $ _ for _ copy/copies
ol the SCT@ Journal : Vol. 1 Yol.2

Name:

Address:

Phone #

Mailtotal payment (including postage and handling) of

$. (payable to SCT/BHD) to:

SCTo Press: c/o Mickie Rosen
70 Boucher Drive, lluntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Help Support the SCTI Organization
with a tax deductible

Contribution
made oul to SCT/RHD and sent lo:

Mickie Rosen, 70 Boucher drive
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

0nden $GI Inaining Audio lapes
from November 1997 Training in Austin

E puUtic Lecture by Yvonne Agazarian (90 minutes) $8

tr Set (s) of 7 Skill Training Leclures (210 Mins) $30

f, Set1s1 of 3 Weekend Workshop Lecrures (r 10 mins) $1 5

! Combination set(s) 7 SkillTraining lectures plus

3 Weekend Lectures (320 mins) Specid price 940

Postage rates (based on $ amount of total order)

$0-20 add$1.00 $10-$20 add$2.00

$21-$30 add $2.50 $30 plus add $3.00

$50 or more add $3.50

Make check payable to Yvonne Agazarian
Send to: Joy Luther

4131 Spicewood Springs Road, Austin, TX 78759

Total enclosed:

Narne:

Address:

Phone and Fax

Adopt-a-Page
in the next SCT Jourhal

or to
Place an Ad in the next Newsletter
Contact Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818 f or rates.
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SAVI - Back to Square 1t
by Anita Simon

7Tl his is an article "in the making," exploring the

I relationship between SAVI Square I defensive
L behaviors and the SCT hierarchy of defenses. I'm

starting to explore the leadership skills needed to undo
clients' Square I behaviors (framing Square 1 as
defenses against authentic experience) in contrast witl
doing "communications training" about Square 1

(teaching the strategic substitution of one behavior fo
another). I'm interested in investigating what the
differences are.

My interest in perceptions of Square 1 behaviors was
piqued when I awoke with a start one night wittr the
thought "No nation has a DeparEnent of Auack." We
only have Deparbnents of Defense, and realized that no
clients ever define themselves as initiating Arack. They
only defend themselves from attack. No one ever just
Attacks! "Yes, buL" I argued with myself - "We have
Attack Missiles!" I realized t]at when our military
language uses the word "attack" (as in "attack missiles")
the use is bound by language that says basically these
are "attack back" missiles. It is as if there are only
aggrieved victims of others aggression - in each
person's and tribe's military and personal history. And
from this comes warfare among nations as well as
between the partners that I see in my office - the
predicable result of perception of unjustified attack m
unfair loss.

I think that the justification for warfare is ahnost always
framed in Square I behaviors which are generated from
the SCT module 1 defenses of cognitive distortion and
acting out/in defenses against anger.

SAYIGRID:
Square #1 FIGHT

RED
LIGHT

PER,SON

Attacl/Blame
Self Defense
Complaints
Sarcasm

The presence of a Square 1 pattern (i.e., a repeating loop
of attack-attack; attack-self-defend; self-defend-self
defend, sarcasm-self-defend; complaint-complaint;
complaint-"X" behavior) signals that emotional inforrr-

I To fully understand this article, the reader will need a good basic

knowledge of SAVI - see SAVI articles in previous Newsletters or the

SCT Journal.

ation needed by the system to influence boundary
permeability is unavailable to the system. To the extent
that this is true, an entrenched Square I pattern requires
tlat defenses against feelings be undone because it is
lhe experience of emotion that Square I behaviors defend
against.

An implication of this for the use of SAVI in clinical
work (where entrenched patterns ilre a pre-existing
condition), is that one can expect resistance when one
tries to mechanically shift a couple, or team's, tr
family's communication pattern from square 1 (defenses
against authentic experience) to square 7 (expressions of
authentic experience) before the work of undoing
cognitive defenses, undoing tension, and accessing the
retaliatory impulse (which gets acted out or acted in)
has been done. Essential is training in "not uking things
personally" so the listening partners have the skills
necessary to listen to their partner's Square 1 behaviors
without ejecting themselves out of their member systems
back into their person systems.

This is in contrast to training Workshops where
participants do not know each other enough to have
established role locks. A major advantage to teaching
SAVI to stranger groups is that in the absence of
established role locks (unless the leader provokes an
authority issue) there is very little resistance to trying
new behaviors. To make this concept more graphic,
picture a group composed half of pairs of strangers and
half of distressed, long-term couples. It would take you
about 12 seconds of listening to various couples dialogue
with each other to be able to pick out the stranger dyads
from those in long teon, dysfunctional relationships.
("How can you say that???!! That's a really dumb thing
to say!! You always generalize; Do you ever stop and
listen to what you're saying???)

Role locks in life are signaled by communication grid-
locks - in tenns of repeating sequences of Red Light
SAVI behaviors. Group leaders, managers, ftainers,
therapists, teachers, and parents are all vulnerable to
joining these role locks - another factor which makes
working witl entrenched relationships technically more
difficult than working with stranger groups. Although it is
easier to train stranger groups in the use of Yellow-Green
light behaviors, the disadvantage is that when tle
trainees re-emerge into their established systems -unless they have had practice sessions in real tr
simulated role locked/grid locked situations to help them
modify the defenses against the feelings generated by
their actual role relationships - the defenses re-emerge
when tle person goes home.

We talk in Square 1 behaviors when our feelings are
conflicted or defended against. In this discussion, I'll
focus in particular on tle feeling of anger, however, we
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use Square I behaviors when defending against positive
feelings as well - for example, when we defend against
the experience of a compliment. Remember that when
we "talk SAVf', "feelings" are different from
"behaviors". Feelings are internal emotional
experiences. Behaviors are the ways we choose to
express those feelings. Clients, particularly those from
abusive families, frequently do not know the difference.

You can help clients differentiate between feelings and
the expression of feelings with exercises like asking
them to notice or think of a feeling they are having, and
then generate a scale of behaviors ranging fuom -1007o
expression of that feeling to +l00Vo expression of that
feeling are useful. My distressed clients frequently start
their anger scale believing that the only expression of
anger is "yelling or hitting" and others believe that the
only expression is "walking away and not lalking".

When we are angry, but do not bave the experience of
anger, and at the same time use cognitive distortions
that orient us toward feeling helpless, the stage is set fm
Square I behaviors in order to distance ourselves and
protect us from unwanted input. If one's internal map
about input is entombed in negative predictions (If I
listen to you, I'll lose myself, or I'll get hurt), then the
boundaries are closed to communication from others in
the system and also from inforrnation from the
environment. Since new information is necessary to
change the system, the system stays stuck.

The codings for Square I are heavily based on voice
tone. Thus the content of Square I messages is usually
irrelevant to helping change the boundary conditions of
the system. That means that the more we talk in Square
1, the worse things usually get. When boundaries are not
open to external information, whaf is said generates
increasing intra-personal forces of distortion. For
example, if Sally already "krows" that Paul hates her,
then anything Paul says about how much he likes Sally,
means to Sally something about how Paul is trying to
manipulate her. So when Sally explains this to Paul in
Square 1 behaviors like, "How can you tell a bold-face
lie like that - you're only buttering me up because you
want me to take your Mother out to lunch on her
birtnday!", Paul experiences Attack. When he explains
his view in Square 1 "You never believe me - you're so
paranoid", Sally experiences Attack. Paul and Sally are
linked together as a red-light system (otherwise they'd be

out of it!) and each is suctioned toward experiencing the
other's input defensively. Although each experiences ttre
other's input as an attack, they experience their own
attacks as self protective attacks hack or even as giving
helpful information to the other.

Attack-Self Defend and Attack-Attack: the meat and
potatoes of role locks.

Following are some details about behavior which is
usually required for maintaining a successful one-up role
lock Square 1: Attack Sequences of behavior that are
laced with Attack (e.g. Attack-Attack, Attack-Self-

Defend, Sharing of Feelings-Attack), define many of the
familiar role locks we experience with our clients and
generate within our work, social and familial roles.

. Attack: Attack behaviors come from an active position.
One is actively defending against something that is
onerous to us, or protecting one's self or position u
possessions (attacking back), or is preventing expected
damage from without, etc. The voice tone is generally
hostile, patronizing, impatient, sarcastic, or righteous.

The thoughts that go with Attack behaviors generate
outrage: determination to "right the wrong", with a
conviction that "right and justice are on my side." We
hear this everywhere - from the 3 year old's blameful
"He hit me first" to reciprocal national defense of the
atomic bombings of major Japanese cities and the attack
on Pearl Harbor, to our own righteous or patronizing
voice tone when we are annoyed with a patient's
"resistance".

To tie extent ttrat boundaries are closed to infonnation
that is different from what is already believed, the
perception that Attack behaviors are necessary to protect
the self s interest cannot be modified. Therefore,
changing the communication climate so boundaries
become perrneable to new emotional information is the
top priority. New information must cross the boundary
before perceptions can shift. The required shifts happen
intra-personally as well as inter-personally, for example,
the recognition of similarities within the self to the
perceived differences in the hated other. What is new
news to most of us, is that the boundary that must
become penneable to new infonnation is both within the
self (that is, we can start to experience previously
defended-against emotion) as well as within the larger
system (listeners can refrain from taking things just
personally and defend against the speaker's information)

Attack behaviors almost but not always contain
significant cognitive distortion of minimizing the other's
good points and globalizing the bad. "You never....., you
always.....you should have.....you are such a *##@**!#.....

I'd never do to you what you did to me", etc.

It is imporrant to note that when we speak SAVI, we are
not talking about whether the perceptions of the speaker
are right or wrong we are only talking about "behaviors"
as defined in the SAVIGRID. In other words, we're
talking about "how" people are saying what they are
saying, not whe0er what they are saying is right or true.

SCT's tbrust to weaken the restraining force of Attack is
to modify the defenses against the emotion which is
encoded in the content of the Attack. By helping the
person decode the emotional message (usually
telegraphed through voice tone) which lies hidden inside
the Square I Attack behavior, tle speaker can learn to
experience and tolerate his own feelings.

. Self Defense (Self Protection): Self Defense is an
attack on the self to defend the sell in contrast with
Attack which is an attack on others to defend the self. If
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I criticize myself first" you are less likely to criticize
me, and I can handle my attacking myself because I'm
used to iL And your criticism is potentially more
wounding to me because it is less familiar.

Self-criticism frequently, in our culture dOQS act to
protect the self. It often does ward off information ftom
others which may feel threatening. We can see the
intensity of the Attack that lies hidden in Self Defensive
behaviors (such as "I'm not very good at Ois") if we
think of the sentence as coming from someone else
"You're not very good at this!". But when we say it about
ourselves, it can be perceived as modesty and even
engender a pat on the back response. Thus although self
defense does ward off direct, frontal criticism ftom
others, it does so at the expense of making ourselves feel
as bad, or worse as if those words had come from
outside.

SCT's influence in weakening the restraining forces of
self criticism is to reverse the usual socially accepted
pattern which makes an identified patient out of the
person generating Self Defensive behaviors. Instead of a
there-there-reassurance, the work of undoing self-attack
in an SCT setting is to elicit confrontation with the
experience that the self-attack is avoiding.

In summary: Leadership choices when confronting Sqrure
I behaviors, depend on the stage of group developmeff.
When stranger groups are in Phase I of group development,
we expect to meet compliant defenses. Thus the leader can
directly r€quest substitution of Green Light behaviors fu
Red, and sirrce there is no "pre-existing condition' of role
lock defenses against anger, members will ftequently
comply. The experierrce of intimacy that results fiom
sharing the self and being understood is motivating fo
continued Green Light experierrces. In the fint session d
couple's therapry, even though the clients are likely to be
riveted in role lock, the grcup-as-a-whole, because it now
irrcludes the therapist, is a rrew group. Thus the therapist
has an unusual window of opportuni$ for requesting,
modeling, and exploring behavior change as the client's
reliarrce on the therapist's autlnrity has good potential to
outrveigh the pull toward old familiar roles, and the
therapists has had minor exposure to himself be pulled in
role lock with the clients. a"

sAvt woRKsHoPs
Summer & Fall1998

1 2,: 3.i.t.
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A. BASIC WORKSHOP
New & Continuing SAV|Training

This workshop provides core SAVI training and
continued practice for improving the "invisible"
process of communication. This workshop offers
new and ongoing SAVI training in:
. core cornmunication behaviors that

help or hinder information transfer
. core "alerts" - ft6ss repetitive loops

that get us into conversational troubles
. core sEategies to undo those alerts.

Phila.: Fri.-Sat. October 16 and 17,l99E
Early Fee by Sept. 5th - $275
Fee after Sept. 5th - $305

Austin: September 1E-19, 1998

(Contact Juli Fellows (512) 467-9911)

Early Fee by Aug. l4th - $275
Fee after Aug. l4th - $295

Nob: This wo*shop is open a colleagues and/or
sigrtticant othen who have not had SCT training.

B. COUPLES WORKSHOP
SAVI Application to Couple's Therapy"
For therapists, managers, and trainers who work
with couples or small teams of people. We will
study the behaviors that make up predictable,
destructive "couple's" communication binds and
strategies to undo these.
This is NOT an experiential workshop.
* Basic two-day SAVI workshop is a prerequisite

Philadelphia: Sunday, October 18, 1998
Fee $150

Austin: Sunday, September 20,1998
(Contact luli Fellows (512) 467-9911)

Fee $135

CONTACT: ANTTA SIMON
2134 Wallace Streef Philadelphia PA 19130

Yoice MaiI: (2f5) 561-0341 #3.
Home Phone: (215) 763-5il4

Fax: (215) 763-7472
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Systerils- Center€d Training' OFtiohs

This information is for those of you who are interested in
the options for leaming about Systems-Centered Therapy
(SCT). The activities listed on the WHERE TO GO TO
GET WHAT chart are part of an emerging network of
training resources. These resources can be explored as
your interests and skills lead you, or approached in a
systematic way with the goal of becoming thoroughly
trained in the theory and practice of SCT. In addition to
the resources listed on the chart, Systems-Centered
workshops are often offered through American Group
Psychotherapy Association Conferences and the
meetings of other professional organizations.

Systems-Centered training is a combination of ex-
periential, theoretical and technical training. You can
Iearn about Systems-Centered Therapy by attending
training events at the level tlat matches your interest
and resources - time, energy and money - from exploring
SCT to making a commitment to fonnal training. The
time, energy and money invested in SCT training varies
from time to time for members, based on life
circumstances.

The SCT approach to training is functional. The
emphasis is Iess on "checking off' certain experiences
than on actually mastering the theory, methods, and the
techniques.

Five working levels have emerged for people interested
in learning SCT:. Exploration

. Foundation Training. Intermediate Training

. Advanced Training

. Trainer Training (no formal training yet at this
level)

, ,,.EXfTORING SCt ,.. 
,

In exploring SCT you can attend training events once or
as many times as you find useful. Some find the
experiential work valuable for personal growth; others
want to learn the theoretical approach well enough to
compare it to their own; others use elements of tieory
and technique in their current practical applications. At
this level of participation, you are your own guide,
sipping or drinking deeply as your interests and resources
permit.

::,,, FoUNDATION TRAINING, ,:,,,, , :,::

Some people discover enough value in SCT theory and
practice to consider making SCT a primary orientation to
their work. At this point it begins to matter whether tleir
accumulating uaining experiences ate building a

foundation for later work. Especially important at this

Ievel is the personal development and training that
comes from working in an on-going experiential training
group, and working with sufficient intensity to explore
and contain one's own issues with authority. At a
minimum, an experiential training group and some work
with &eory are foundations to further work in SCT. If you
find yourself exploring this shift into more structured
training, you can make contact with an SCT Mentor to
find out more about the training process.

rNfpnMrDrATE rnamnc
Having leamed to work as members in an SCT group,
and to understand and contain tle dynamics of their own
authority issue, people become eligible to move to
Interrnediate training experiences. The Intermediate
level of training introduces more focus on ttreory, on the
technical skills of SCT, on managing role boundaries,
and on containing the dynamics of a group. As the
training program emerges, tle transition to Intermediate
work increasingly involves working in the Containing
role in experiential groups, tiat is, working as a group
member, but with the addition of conscious awareness of
oneself as a function of the group and of the group in
which one is functioning. Major components of
Intennediate training 'arc the two 5-Day Training
sequences. The 5-Day Skill training workshops focus on
the technical skills of defense modification in Modules I
and 2, and the management of oneself in relation to
changing roles and goals as member and mentor. The 5-
Day Authority Issue training group is an experiential
group working the issues of Module 3 in depth. At the
Intennediate level, participants work in a Theory group
and a Supervision group in addition to their ongoing
Experiential group.

..::;;.xu.vNCED::i:iTR4rF.'I.ING.
Advanced training roles and activities are emerging.
These are a blend of experiential work, theory and
supervised application, with an emphasis on the
integration of comprehensive and apprehensive
understanding in the context of managing all relevant
boundaries in an application setting. An essential part of
Advanced training is the ongoing Cohort Crroup
(developed from membership of the Authority Issue
Group), which takes on organizational tasks as well as
training functions.

TRAINER TRAINING

No formal Eaining has emerged yet at this level. Some
elements of training experiences are available as staff
members for the Saturday Series in Philadelphia and in
some SCT Weekend Workshops
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CONTACT PEOPLE:

Atlanta: Susan Gantt (40/) 352-5393 Ext #l
Austin: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166, Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

Boston: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

Saturday fntro Series, Philadelphia: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341, New York Vicki Wurman, (212) 929-8927

Philadelphia: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

New York: Yvonne Agaznian (715) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 9EE-9523

York, England: Yvonne Agazuian (215) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
Liza Bingley Miller FAX 01144 l9M 633417

GENERAL MENTORS: Fran Carter (215) 9EE-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
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The Six Saturday Philadelphia
SgfigS: Fran Carter and Anita Simon

7-fthe "Friends Series" is a series of six Saturday

I worksbops held in Philadelphia. This year the
I series will begin on the first Saturday in October

and run the fust Saturdays throughout the fall of 1998
and February through April of 1999. As we are getting
ready for tle new workshop, we are looking forward to
the new series and looking back with awe at the
complexity of the level of development of the training
in these workshops since its beginning. We both want
to share some of these awarenesses and ask you to let
others know about tle Saturday Series.

From the beginning, this series of workshops has
provided a comprehensive orientation to SCTo and has
always had three training orientations: the frst and
primary has been an entry way into SCT for people
who have little or no experience; the second has been
for intermediate members of SCT who want to take a
step towards SCT leadership through experience in the
containing role; and the third has provided formal
training for SCT members who are interested in
becoming workshop leaders.

Yvonne began the workshops at Friends Hospital six
years ago as a series of four workshops. At the flrst
series Fran Carter and Sandra Janoff worked in and
formally began to develop the "con[ainer" role. In 1993
it grew to six Saturdays witi Fran and Sandra growing
into full staff roles, managing the series, co-leading the
first three sessions and training Claudia Byram and
Dick Peters as leaders. In 1994 the Series became
completely independent of Yvonne. Sandra, Fran,
Claudia and Dick began managing the Series and
training the next two generations of members,
containers, observers and staff. In 1996 Anita Simon
joined the Senior Staff and Jon McCormick trained in
the leader role with Claudia in 1997. This year marks
the 4th generation of SCT leaders with Dick Ganley
training in the leader role with Claudia and Fran.
Members who have Eained in the series in the member
role will move into training staff roles! Fran, Claudia
and Anita continue to work together to develop and
manage the series-as-a-whole as the Co-Directors and
Senior Trainers.

Most exciting is the transformation to a new City. Jon

McCormick, Eileen Jones and Vicki Wurman, who
have all moved tfuough the roles in the series, are

exploring stafling this Workshop series with Claudia
and Fran in New York City - any contacts for them
would be helpful in getting the series off the ground!.

For SCT participants at all levels Foundation
Members, Container Members, Staff Trainees, and Sr.
Staff - tie Saturday series in Philadelphia provides a
powerful training experience.

For people new to SCT: each day of the Series focuses,
in many different ways, on one of the fundamenla]s of
SCT: subgrouping, boundarying, defense modification in
Module I, and the last three sessions on undoing roles in
the phases of group development. The group hears the
relevant theoretical material in a lecture, sees the skills
related to the particular learning demonstrated by the
"SCT players" - usually fun for all, and then breaks into
triads to give a go at doing the skills in triads, with help
always available. The whole group then puts the skill into
practice in a series of experiential sessions with surprises
and learnings at t-he end of each one to consolidate the
experience. The series also gives people a chance to be
pafi of a newly developing SCT Group where new
members are actively involved in leaming new skills.

For experienced SCT memtrers, the containing
experience is an outstanding opportunity to work in a peer
group studying the driving and restraining forces for this
role. We now know quite a lot about this important
element of leadership - the ability to contain more than
one subgroup intra personally, and be able to select on
theoretical criteria (rather than personal criteria) which
subgroup to join in the interest of the development of the
group-as-a-whole. It's also a powerful learning experience
to see a new group developed under expert leadership.

For people wanting leadership training Ud_@!ige,
the Saturday Series provides a graduated series of steps
leading to a co-leadership experience of tie experiential
portions of tle Workshops, by working through leadership
of various segments of Foundation and Containing
sections.

For those who want to understand more about
observing groups in a sructured way - to obtain
information not available by watching through the eyes of
our "person" system, a sEong structued observation
segment has been added, and is under development. Last
year, Phyllis Goltra took a leadership trainee role in that
section.

On a personal note, we've been through this workshop (in
different generations) as members. Even as long-time SCT
members, we were surprised by how much we learned in
this tight structure and from each other as we were trained
and have trained others. We were containers, then staff to
the container role. We were observers and then developed
to staff role to the observer group and Foundation
Members. Learning actual skills as a Foundation Member,
then moving into the containing experience and structured
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observation work have been high points in our SCT
Eaining. Working in a peer group ttrat actually
practices and processes leadership skills "on the hoof',
training in Workshop delivery and taking authority as a
staff member is a great experience, which we both
highly recommend.

We want !o let more people lnow about the series.
Would you make one contact with someone (including
yourselfl who might either take some level of this
training, or make one contact with someone who might
know such a person? Brochures will be available in
August.

Call or fax us the names of people you'd like to refer.
We'll send them information about these workshops tr
if you know anyone interested in this series contact:
Claudia Byram: (215) 561-0341, Fax (609) 267-6511.

$ys fems:' C et n fe re d Tra i n i n g@

.ti.,llir.l.,l.'.,..,,...r.i,...i:, ilil..'r:,lntb'dAA6;S Tni iihg in
........,::::....,........Sgt.'lasr0dr,(., a"'lh'erapy@.' io,i,,,,

::::,::

Thinking about starting a grouP?
Having a problem with grouPs?

Wantto learn more about
worklng groups?

Long term results in shortterm modules

Learn to:

o Contain chaos and resolve conflict by
Functional Subgrouping

o Focus energy into the present and toward the goal

o Undo Anxiety - creating a reality testing group
o Undo Tension and Somatic Symptoms
o Systematically undo group defenses:- undoing the

creation of the ldentified Patient and Scapegoat

This once a month Saturday Workshop Series beginning
October 3d, 1998 offers skill building, experiential learning
and the theoretical framework for exploring Sysfems-
Centere@ methods and techniques with individuals and
groups.

Unit l: Functional Subgrouping, Boundaries and
Defense Modification

Oct. 3: Horfl to Build Functional Subgrouping - Conflict Resolution
Nov. 7: How to Develop a Working Group - Boundaries
Dec. 5: How to Modify Defensive Symptoms - Explore Experience

Unit ll: Functional Subgrouping in the
Phases of Group Development

Feb. 6: Phase I - Authority lssues: Compliancey'Defiance
The ldentilied Patient and Scapegoating.

Mar. 6: Phase ll - lntimacy lssues: FusiorVAlienation
Enchantments and Disenchantments

Apr. 10: Phase lll - The Ongoing Working Group

Register for individual sessions, a three session unit
or for the entire series.

CEU credits and student rates are available.

For a brochure and information contact:
Dr. Claudia Byram:

215-561 -0341#1, fax 609-267651 1.

New SCT@ Training Group
Philadelphia
Foundation Level

Beginning September 17, 1998

This new group willbe forming in the fall under
the leadership of Frun Carter. Members will have
the experience of building a Systems-
Centered@ training group from the beginning.
The group willfocus on devebping afoundation
in theory, methods and techniques while
experiencing the challenges of the phases of
group development.

Who: Any one interested in
learning about SCT@,

What: Ongoing weekly
experiential training group with
review.

Where: 2229 Brandywine St.
Philadelphia, PA 19130

When: September 17th, 1998

Fee: $25 a session or
negotiation

Contact: Fran Carter
Phone: 215-988-9523
FAX: 215-988-9256
E-rruil Carter2229 @ aol.com
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The Maps and the Territory:
A lOOk at the SCT COntaining ROIQ by Fran cafterand susan Ganft

W$'',T'-iff#r.oill:Y Y leadership training step
that provides a chance for members
to work with an additional role and
goal related to the group-as-a-whole
and its subgroups. Over and over
again while faining "containers,"
we see t}te collision between
trainees preconceived notions of
what the "containing role" means
and what the actual training
experience is. Often members come
with constructions that the role will
be restrictive of experience or tfiat
they will experience a repetition of
an old role lock - in fact, its just the
opposite as trainees learn !o contain
multiple experiences with ease and
enhance their ability to notice tie
group context!

Working as a container helps one
learn to identify which subgroup
inside oneself has information
relevant to the work of the group-as-
a-whole in its developmental phase.
In the containing role, the work
begins with managing the
turbulence that comes with
identifying and undoing both the
familiar and unfamiliar construc-
tions tiat surface in t}te flrst phase
of development in a new role and
beginning tle exploration of ones
experience, in a familiar context yet
in a new role with different goals.
Working in tlte containing role
involves exploring another level of
driving and restraining forces that
surface as one shifts from working
with ones experience in the service
of one's personal development to
Iooking at one's experience in the
context of tle development of the
subgroups and the group-as-a-whole,
in effect, working at a greater level
of complexity.

Members who have taken this
training step to work as a
"container" frequently report having
postponed or avoided being a

container based on misconceptions.
In the service of reducing these

misconceptions (restraining forces
to the development of oneself as a
leader), we have put together some
of the surprises and learnings from
those of us who have work in the
"container" role.

The biggest surprises relate to
undoing the stereotypes about
containing as somehow restrictive of
one's experience. "l atrl surprised
that I felt so resonant with what was
being explored", "I actually and had
more access to some experiences
inside me than I have had before",
"I learned about the difference
between holding back and making
room inside myself for what I was
feeling and noticing", "I actually
learned to have more experience of
myself as I learned to wait and let
an experience develop", "I think
I've been in a barrier experience the
whole time." Learning to contain
means increasing one's capacity to
resonate with a wider and deeper
range of human experience.

Many members come into the role
with the idea (and negative
prediction) that it is a passive role
or that they already knew how to
contain only to find they are
"surprised that so much was
involved in being a container and
how hard I was working 'silently"',
"I noticed how much energy it takes
and how active I have to be to
recognize and undo my defenses
and stay present and focused", "I
was surprised at how clear a picture
I got of my defenses", " how
exciting it is to begin to see the
subgroups and the group-as-a-whole

and how hard it is to sit at the edge

of the unknown have my experience

and concain it until it seems
relevant " "how quick thoughts
abut 'helping' came up."

Members as tiey develop in the role
notice an increasing more complex
set of constructions - mind reading,
"shoulds" and "oughts",
explanations and interpretations. " I
was surprised about how much I was
tlinking that the leader was
criticizing me about what I was
doing as a container", "how easy it
was to start to mind read or interpret
what a member was experiencing
instead of working to find my
resonance with the experience",
"how often I would notice a
construction and undo it, and then
have anotier one come up", "I
learned that when I would start to
think about what I "should" be
doing, I would lose my resonance"
"I found myself thinking about rules
all over again", "how often I got
distracted thinking about what the
leaders 'should' be doing", "how
hard it was to wait and not just jump
in when I thought it would be
'helpful"', "I was surprised to
realize that I had so numy negative
predictions that this would be like
my early childhood roles, it wasn't",
"how often I was thinking a-head of
the subgroup rather than resonating
with the subgroup", "how often I
thought I knew what a member was
feeling without them actually
expressing it".

As containers develop, they work
with their trainers to continue to
work through tie whole hierarchy of
defenses, and increase their
capacity for resonance and increase
their capacity to join on a wider
range of similarity. u:
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The Free Wheeling Study
Group by Patotis

Background of a study group:
After meeting together for five years, the Austin
Supervision Group (ten to fourteen therapiss using
Systems-Centered Therapy) launched a dynamic
inquiry aimed at investigating the group and its
process. In our eagemess to do SCT "right", we had
lost our spontaneity and the full enjoyment of learning.
We wanted to recapture this spirit for ourselves and our
clients!

As with most change, ours grew out of difficulty.
Several of our SCT members were considering leaving.
We wondered if they were voicing for the group a need
for change, or voicing "just personal" issues. As the
group struggled with the quandary, we subgrouped
around the various parts of ourselves tlat wanted to
leave and found we were putting the brakes on our
enjoyment. We discovered we felt over regimented -often rigidly adhering to the letter of the SCT law more
than its spirit.

Although presenting cases assisted our learning, our
process for case presentations often was not in tune
with what we needed to know, thus they became
laborious and spoiled our delight in learning. We were
taking ourselves too seriously - becoming more like
SCT cops, squeezing out our humor and the playful
way we wanted to be with ourselves and each other.

As a result, we began exploring what we wanted ftom
our group both as persons and as members. We
discovered we wanted spontaneity in dealing with
current problems in working with our clients, fun and
laughter, and compassion for ourselves and each other

- especially in the difficult and challenging work of
being our best within the realities of managed care,
limited time, and client motivation when it differs ftom
our goals, etc. We wanted to address immediate
supervision issues and to explore the interface between
SCT and other therapeutic traditions such as body and
trauma work and our spiritual practices. We also
wanted a deeper understanding of those places where
we can't seem to get SCT to work for our clients. trn

conclusion, we wanted to terminate our supervision
group.

We wanted to create a new group - cbristened "Iie
Free Wheeling Study Group" - a group which spent
more time curious about the unlrrown and known
within us and our work. Since being "reborn" we have
more playfully gathered and invented new fonns for
knowing. One session was with an experienced
Feldenchrist practitioner. Another dealt with spiritual
practices and SCT. Currently we are unlocking our
understanding of role locks, specifically asking
ourselves and Yvonne such questions as "how do we

the therapist intervene differently in naming subgroups at
each stage of group development."

In a practicum format, we are simulating our client/
therapist interactions, studying Chapter Seven in Yvonne's
book, and posing our unanswered questions to Yvonne.

To effect our fipe wheeling intention, we developed the
following structure which we give ourselves license to
modify as we find appropriate:

Definition and guidelines for study groups
The SCT sudy grcup is a fonm fm practitioners (who
me,et the oiteria listed below) to explore their learning
and questions regarding the practice of SCT. Within the
spirit of spontaneity and fun, the group will practice giving
and taking authority. Agendas may include supervision
issues, interface between SCT and other psychotherapy
methods, and discussion of chapters in Yvonne
Agazarian's writing.

Meetings will include Yvonne Agazaian (by telephone)
once a month as feasible. Yvonne's fee for leading the
study group will be paid by the group members. Peer-led
meetings will not have a fee.

Meetings are held the first, third, and fifth Wednesdays
each month. Time boundaries for the study group are 12:.15
- 1:30. In the last ten minutes the group sets the agenda for
the next meeting, surprises, etc., (driving and restraining
forces).

Leadership:
Members perform the leader role on a rotating, volunteer
basis. Leaders urct as a container for the group to:
. set and follow an agenda
o maintain continuity and in work and agenda keep time

boundaries
o observe the leadership experience and assist ttre group

in discussing leadership in the surprises portion of the
gIoup

Criteria for joinlng:
o Completion of training as a mentor in a five-day SCT

training experience.
o Commitment to a minimum of six months

participation.
r Prospective members are invited to attend one or two

meetings during designated enrollment periods as a
way to gather inforrration to decide whether to
commit to joining. Enrollment periods occur bi-
annually following five-day SCT training experiences.

o New members are not clients of existing members.
o Agreement to follow exit procedure (see below).

Process for partlcipatlng:
o Members will work for full presence and actively

participate in the focused discovery process
o Work in subgroups in the member role

Process for leaving:
Members will allocate resoufces of time, energy, and skill
to process the decision to leave in the context of the group
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to discriminate if leaving is a voice for needed change
within the group or a reflection of an individual
member having met his or her goals or the goals do not
fit with a changed context.
When appropriate, members subgroup around the
aspect of the group tlat may not be working for them.
"Don't wants" are translated into wants. If the wants
represent a new direction for the group, necessary
decisions are made within the group. If not a group
issue, the member will work with the group to:
o Self assess whether supervision goals have been

met.
o Jdentify next steps toward unmet goals, i.e. what

other contexts are available for meeting desired
goals?

o Receive feedback from other members and leaders
regarding the leaving member's work loward his or
her goals.

o Consolidate learnings and otler gains.
o Finish any unfinished business.

Members identify and reclaim whatever they have
projected into the leaving member so that the resources

of different voices remain in the group-as-a-whole.

Members discriminate behavioral facts from mind
reads, interpretations or projections and make room

inside themselves to contain (and if possible, resonate
with the human characteristics they are attributing to the
leaving member so that these characteristics remain
available for further exploration within the group.
The leaving member does similar work to identify and
recover parts projected onto the group so that the member
leaves with the full range of human experiences available
to explore in the future.

Members say good-bye to the person who is leaving the
role of member in the context of this particular group.
The leaving member says good-bye to the member role
and to the other members and ttre leaders in this context.

The amount of time necessary to accomplish these tasks
varies with the context in which each leaving takes place.
Therefore, members are asked to consider their goals and
the context of their leaving and negotiate the number of
sessions with the group.

Conclusion:
The result of changing our group is increased vitality,
directness and laughter. As our "Free Wheeling Study
Group" continues to evolve and discover new approaches
we will keep you posted on our learnings and invite your
comments. Hopefully our experience in Austin has piqued
an interest. in the development of a study group in your
area to meet the specific needs of your members. a.

New SCT@ Theory Group
beginning in the Fall of 1998

on the Phone!

+ Are you interested in Learning Theory?

c Are you working on your own and
want to join a group but can't travel?

o Want to add to your theory leaming
experience?

Join the new theory group for outlying
SCT members. The phone conference
call now costs $15 an hour in addition
to the consulting fee.

lf you are interested, contact:

Fran Cartet (215) 988-9523
Susan Gantt (4C4) 352-5393 x1

SCT@ WORKSHOP at the

North Garolina
Group Association

in Chapel Hill, NC

witn Fran Carter and Susan Gantt
November 6, 7, 8, 1998

Call: Susan Gantt (404) 352-5393, Ext. 1

Novemher, 1998
SCT Trainin$

in Philadelphia

For lnformation about Hotel

Reseruations or Alternative Housing

Contact: Elaine Bass (215) 877-0765
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First NYC Foundation

Gourse in SCT
Co-led by

Jon McCormick, Eileen Jones,
and Vicki Wurman

with
Claudia Byram and Fran Carter

Conference Center 2l(Znd Floor)
10 Union Square East
(14th and 1Sth Street)

Phillips Ambulatory Care Center

Offering Four Workshops
(the same as 1st four of the Philadelphia Series)

October3l,1998
l. Learning How to Subgroup

December 5, 1998
IL How to Develop AWorking Group

January 2311999
III. How to Get through Group Defenses

February 27,1999
N. Phases of Group Development

Each workshop includes didactic, practice,
experiential groups, and review components

Workshops are suitable both for people new to SCT
and those with some experience. One may register for
the series or for individual workshops, ahhough each
workshop builds on the ones preceding it.

Entire Seriee $400
Each lndividua! Workshop $tZS

Wr@traauf ilu!
Contact person: Vicki Wurman (212) 929-8927

THE 1998 FAII- SCr'
WEEKEND WORKSHOP XVII

with

woNNE AGfiZARIAN, Ed.D.

Glaudia Byrarn, Ph.D
Fran Canter, I-'SW

Anita Simon, Ed.D.

Racquet Club of Philadelphia
Novembet 20-22, 1998

GROUP A:
For people new to SCT or for more experienced
members who want to work in the first phase
of group development...
. work in a SCT group in the authority phase.
. observe a group working in the second phase of

group development.
. identify the driving and restraining forces to

meeting the goals of the group, the subgroups
and the group members.

. work in the'Containing Role' .

GROUP B:
For people experienced in System-Centered work...
. continue work in the experiential large group
. obserue a group working in the first phase of

group development.
. identify the driving and restraining forces to

meeting the goals of the group, the subgroups
and the group members.

Fee: $375.00 before Nov. 2nd $425.00 after Nov. 2nd
On-site Registration at 12:00 noon Friday, Nov.20, 1998

TO REGISTER NOW:
send a $50, (payable to Yvonne Agazarian)

non-refundable deposit to:
Mickie Rosen .70 Boucher Drive

Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

To arrange Work Exchange: call Mickie Rosen
(215) 947-2U8 Fa,r (215) 947-2821

Enrich the Newsletter
Capture Gems of

SurVrises & Learnin7s
while they are fresh

and send them to:
SCT Training News do Mickie Rosen

70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
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. . FIRST MOI\DAY OF TIIE, MONTH:
SAMPLINGSCT
Everybody is welcome to attend an intro
ductory "explaining and exploring" of the
SCT experience. Container Role training
available for experienced SCT members.

. Whene: Philadelphia County Medical Society
2lst & Spring Garden Streets (On-site parking)

. When:6:0G9:00 pm
The first Monday of each month except
for August and September.

. Registration: $50 on-site or in advance.

. Contact3 Yvonne Agazarian
(215) 561-'1428 for information.

. MONDAYS: SCT TRAINING GROIP
Permanent membership in an ongoing
experiential training group from 6:0G7:30 pm.
Skill training in SCT techniques of funaional
subgrouping, boundarying, and the hierarchy
of defense modifi cation.
Optional T'ai Chi : fromT:30 pm-8: 15 pm.

. Where: Philadelphia County Medical Society
2lst & Spring Garden Saeets (On-site parking)

. Whenr 6:0G7:30pm
Every Monday (first Monday of the month
optional) Group does not meet in August

. Registration: $25 on-site or in advance.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian
(215) 561-'1428 for information

. LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH:
SCTTRAIMNGDAY
with Yvonne Agazarian
The SCT raining day includes:
Theory Seminar 9:0G10:45 am
Experiential Training Group 11:0G12:30 pm
Leademhip Practicum 1:3G3:00 pm
Supervision 3:0G4:30 pm
Thse coums caD be laken se!trately or together.

. Where: Friends Hospital,464l Roosevelt
Blvd. On-site parking.

. When:The last Wed. of each month
except for August.

. Registration:
$4O any single session
$35 each for any two or three sessions
$125 for full day (Airline Commuters: $100)

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-'1428
Fran Carter Ql5)988-9523, or Claudia Byram
(215) 561-0341 for information.

. LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTII:
SCTTRAIMNGGROUP
Permanent membership in an ongoing ex-
periential training group.

Skill training in SCT techniques of
functional subgrouping, boundarying,
and the hierarchy of defense modification, etc.

. Where: 1831 ChestnutSteet, Phila., PA

. When: 6:00-9:00 pm.
The last Wednesday of the month except
fu August.

. Registration: $50 on-site or in advance.

. Contact3 Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
for more information.

. LAST I'RIDAY OF TIIE MONTHT
ADVANCED SCT TRAIMNG DAY
with Yvonne Agazarian

The SCT training day includes:
Theory 12:00-l:15 pm
Supervision: 7:3U2:45 pm (bring lunch)

Leadership Practicum: 2:5G4:05 pm

Experiential Group: 4:15-5:45 pm
(invintion only)

. Wherer 1831 Chestnut Street, Phila., PA

. When: (sees times listed above)
The last Friday of each month except for
August.

. Registration: $25 for each single session
Payment on-site or in advance.

. Coutac{: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-'1428
for information.

. LAST FRIDAY OF THE MONTHI
ADVANCED SCT TRAIMNG GROI,'P
Permanent membership in an advanced
ongoing experienlial trainiug group that
meets monthly (Membership by iavitation only)

. Wherer 1831 Chestnut Saeet, Phila., PA

. When: 4:15 - 5:45 pm

. Contect: The telephone tree.

. ONCE A MONTH FRIDAY PEER
LEADERSHIP /STUDY GROIIP
Peer led group that gives opportnnity for
members to practice taking a leadership role.

. When: Next to Last Friday of Month
Time and location determined by members
For information contact: Anita Simon
(215)763-5644 or (215) 561-0341 #3

. PHILADELPHIASATURDAY SERIES
Two tracks offered with didactic, practice,
experiential and review components for people
new to SCT and people with prior SCT
experrence.

. Foundation Level:
Fundamentals of SCT (for new members and
people with some exposure)

. Intermediate Level:
Work in the containing role as a step toward
SCT leader role. Particular afte[Lion to
awareness of boundaries, recognizing and
undoing the defenses that inhibit resonance,
and learning to sit at the edge of the unknown
and contain. (Must be qualified).

. Advsnced Level: Staff roles offer leadership
training in prepa.ration for leading workshops.

. Where: to be announced

. When: Foundation Level: 8:30 am to 4:00 pm
Intermadiate lrvel: 8:30 am to 5:00 pm

October 3, 1998
I. karning How to Subgroup

November 7, 1998
II. How to Develop a Working Group
December 5, 1998
III. How to Get Through Group Defenses

Febmary 6, 1999
N. Subgrouping in the Phases of Group
Developmew : Phase One-The ldentified
Patient, the Scapegoat & the nuny relation-
ships to authoity.
March 6, 1999
V. Subgrouping in thc Phases of Group
Development : Pluse Two-Enchantnrcnts and
D is enc hantments in I nti mac y
April 10, 199
VI. Subgrouping in the Phases of Croup
Development: Phase Three-The role ofthe
Systems- Centered Member and Wo* in
Context

. Registration r $ I 00 per session, $540 for the
endre series (Attend all or any part of seies.
Work / Exchange options possible as always)

. Contacts C'laudia By,ram (2L5) 561-0341

. NEW FOUNDATION TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter

. Where: 7229 Brandywine Street, Phila, PA

. Whenl Ongoing group with review
Beginning September 17h

. Registration: $25 a session or negotiation

. Contact: Fran Carter (2lS 988-9523

. s.DAY INTRODUCTORY AND
INTERMEDIATE TRAINING IN YORX,
with Yvonne Aguarian ard Fran Carter

. When: September 7 through I l, 1998

. Contsct: Yvonne Agzzzrian Qls) 561-1428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or
Uza Miller Phone/Fax 01144 l9O4 633417

. SCT WEEKENDTRAININGGROUP
\ilhen: October 23-25,1998 with Yvonne
Agazariaq Fran Carter aod Susan Gantt
May l"t and 2d 1999 with Fran Carter
and Susan Gantt
For information : Susan Gantt (404) 352-5393

. MONTHLYTRAINTNG GROUP
with Susan Gsntt
Monthly experiential SCT training group with
theory presentation and one hour of super-
vision time.

. Where: 1819 Peachtree Road, Suite 603,
Atlanta. GA 30309

. When: 12:00-5:00 pm
Generally meets the first Friday of the uronth.

. Registration open: $150.

. Contsct: Susan Gantt (404)352-5393
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. FIf,ST WEDNETIDAY OF TEE MoNTBS
INTERMEDIAID SCT TR,AIMNG
ritl Yvmc Ag.zrrisn & Fran Certer

. YYhcrc: Washington Square Institute, NYC

. VYhcn: Theorv: lG0l I :45 am
Supervision Ciroup: l2:0Gl:45 pm
Erpcriential Grorp:2:@3:00 pm and
Leadership Practicum: 3:@4:00 pm
Review:4OG5:0 pm.
Groupe nrcet lhe fust Wednesday of
each rnonth.
The grorp does trot meet in
August or Se6ember.

. R.egirtrdtoil Theory $75, Supervision $75,
Erperientid with kidership Practicum $90,
Review $35 additional charge.
Full dav ll200 + $35 for Review
Airline-commuters full day $175 + $35 Review

. Conttct: Yvonne Agazarian Qls) 56L-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. FIRST 1SURSDAY OF TEE MONTE:
FOT,]NDATION LEVEL SCT TRAIMNG
sith Yvomc Agazarian & Fran Csrter

. VYherc: Washington Square Institute, NYC

. VYhcn:
Theqv: 8:3G9:0O am
Experiential Practicum 9:00 am-12:00 noon
Leadership kacticum and Review
12:15-2:45 pm
Supervision: 3:G4:45 pm
Groups meet on the first Thursday of the month
(aftcr the firo Wedneday) The group does
Bot meet in August or Se6ember.

. Registrattor: Theory and Experiential
Practicurn$I25, lradership Practicum $90,
Supervision $75
Full day fe*$24O
Airline commuters full day $215

. Contac{! Yvonne Agazarian QL5) 56L"1428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. FIRST Ff,IDAY OF TEE MONTE:
EXPERIEMIAL GROUP
wilh Yvomrc Agazerien

This is a closed experiential group
. Y[hcrc: Washington Square Institute, NYC
. VYhcn: Group meets on the first Friday

of the month
Group does not meet in August or September.

. Contectr Yvonne Agazarian (2I5) 561-7428

. FXIDAYS DURING TEE MONTE:
TOTJNDATION LEVEL
EXPERIENTIAL TRAINING GROUPS

Both founduion level grorps focus on how to
develop a systens-centered group and work
through the first phase of group development

. When: Fri&y momings, 9:30 am'12:30 pm.
with Frett Carter and Jon McCormick.

. Whene: t8 University Place, #8A, New York

. Registretion: For specific dates, fees and
questioas

. Cotect: Jon McCormick (212) 929-5313 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. VYhcn: Fri&y altenroons,2:(X) pm'S:(X) prn

. with Fren Cener rnd Nins Klebanoff

. Whcrc: Hotel Olcott, 27 W.72,d St., NYC

. Registration: Fr specific dates, fees and
questiors

. Coilr{: Nina Klebanoff (212) 877-4916 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
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. FTVE.DAY INTER.MEDIATE WORKSHOPS

GTVING & TAKING AI.]THOR.ITY

By invitation only: Closed Membership
. When: Fall 199E

Authority Issue Gmup II
1:00 pm Sunday, November 15 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November 19, 1998.

. Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. When: Spring 1999
Authority Issue Group II

l:00 pm Sunday, April I I to 6:0O pm Thursday,
April 15, 199

. Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. Registratiou Fees:
Fall : $575 befae Nov. 2,1998, $625 after.
Spring: $575 before March 30, 1999, $625 after.

. Contsct: Yvonne Agazarian for information.
For registration: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

SKILL TRAINING

By invitation only: This is a five-day intensive
skill training inSCT techniques with video tape
feedback and pe.er review. Intermediate
training is for those who have been involved in
SCT for at least two years and are currently in
an ongoing SCT training group. Opportunity for
working in the Mentor Role.

. When: Spring Intermediate Workshop X
1:00 pm Sunday, April I I to 6:00 pm Thursday,
April 18, 1999 Mentor Training with Fran
Carter, Saturday, Apnl 10, 8:30 am - 5:00 pm

. Wherc: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. R.egistration:
Spiing 1999: $575 before April lst, $625 after.

. Contgct: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or
Fran Carter (2I5) 988-9523 information/criteria.
Mickie Rosen (215) 94'7 -28L8 registmtion:

. BOSTON TRAINING WEEKEI\D
with Yvonne Agazarian

. When:
Fall Weekend Workshop: October 17-18, 1998
Experiential & didactic with opportunity for
Container Role.
Theory & kadership Practicum: Oct. 19s
9:0Gl:00 pm

. Where r (This time only)
237 Summer Street, Somerville, Mass

Spring Weekend Workshop: March 2G21,1999
Theory & lradership Practicum: March 22nd
9:0Gl:00 pm

. Where: 259 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, Mass.

. Registration: 2-day fee:$275 early $325 late.
Theory Group:$?5, $50 if taken with the
weekend workshop

. Contact: Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613

. BOSTON ONG'OING TRAIMNG GROUP
with Fran Carter and Steve Weinstein
Experiential group with lecture.

. Where: 86 Boston Ave,
West Medford, MA 02155

. When: l:00-4:00 pm. First Sunday of month.

. Registrstion: $80 on-site.

. Contgct: Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613

. WEEKENDSCTWORKSHOPS
Itrtroductory and Experienced Group member-
ship available. Opportudty for working in the
Containe.r and Mentor Roles.

. Group A3 For people new to SCT or for more
experieuced members who want to wak in the
containing role.

. Group B: For people experienced in Systems-
CeDtered wqk who want to work in the sccond
phase of group development.

. When: FaIl Weekend Workshop XVII
l:00 pm Friday Nov. 20 to l:00 pm
Sunday, Nov. 22,1998

. Whercr Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. When: Spring Weekend Workshop XVIII
l:00 pm Friday, April 16 to l:00 pm
Sunday, April 19,1999

. Whert: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. Registration:
For-Fall: $375 before November 2,$425 a.fter-
For Spring: $375 before March 30, $425 after.

. Contact! Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or
Fran Caner (215) 98E-9523 for information.
For registration: Mickie Rosen QLs) 947-2E18

. SCT TRAIMNG WEEKEND IN AUSTIN
with Yvonne Agazarian and Fren Certer
Introductory and intermediate experiential
group membership available. Training roles
open to qualified people.

. Where: The Meeting Place Conference Center
. Whenl to be announced
. Registration: $350 in advance or on-site.
. Contact: I-ou fugler (512) 32G0309

. WED.tr'REE WHEELING STUDYGR,OUP
Group meets the 2nd and 4th Wednesday of the
month for SCT training.

. Where: Austin, Texas

. When: 12:15-l:30pm

. Contact: Rich Armington (512) 3060166

. WED. SCT SUPERVISION
with Ridl Armington and Susan Crssno
Group meets every other Wednesday
for SCT consultarion.

. Where: 2525 Wallingwood Dr. Suite #701

. When: 9:3Gll:00 am

. Contact: tuch Armington (512) 3060166 or
Susan Cassano (512) 327 -4170

FOUN'DATON TRAIMNG GR,OUP
with Susan Lange ud Sydnor Sikes

Weekly 90 minute sessions to include
didactic and experiential learning
Wherer 4131 Spicewood Springs Rd. G-5

When: Thursdays - 12:30-2:00 pm
Contact: Susan Lange (5LD 3$6fi95 or
Sydnor Sikes (512) 4fr9-0582

THURSDAY SCT TRAIMNG GR.OUP
with Ridr Armington erd Sussr Cssaro
A combination of experiential, wak, theory,
and skill building
Where: 2525 Wdlingwood Drive Suitc #701

When: Weekly 8:3&10:00 Thursday mornings

Contact: fuch Armingtou (512) 3060166 or
Susan Cassano (512) 327 - 4170
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